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ABSTRACT
Let D be a domain with quotient field K . In 
this thesis, we consider "generalized'1 quotient rings of D 
obtained by replacing a multiplicative system of elements of 
D by a multiplicative system S of non-zero subsetsof D . 
We call the ring = {x e k|there exists A e S such that
xA c d ) a Generalized Quotient Ring (GQR) of D and we call
S a Generalized Multiplicative System (GMS) of subsets of
D . If Q is a ring containing D and there exists a
GMS of subsets of S of D such that Q = and A e S
implies AQ = Q , then Q is said to be a Restricted GQR 
(RGQR) of D .
It is the purpose of this thesis to study GQR1s of 
D . It is clear that ideal transforms introduced by Nagata 
in [N.2] are such rings. It is also true that ordinary 
quotient rings, intersections of localizations and flat 
overrings (as studied by Richman in [R] and Akiba in [A.l] 
and [A.2]) of D are such rings.
If R is a commutative ring with identity that is 
not necessarily a domain, then we may define a GQR of R 
in much that same manner as we define an ordinary quotient 
ring of R . In the first chapter, we give this definition,
iv
and study the properties of RGQR1s of R . We show that 
the basic properties of ordinary quotient rings carry over 
to RGQR1s . We also show that the class of rings with 
elements both flat over R and contained in homomorphic
images of R is the class of RGQR1s of R .
In Chapters II and III, we study properties of 
GQR1s of domains D . We show each RGQR of D is an 
intersection of localizations of D and that each inter­
section of localizations of D is a GQR of D . Thus 
if we let <3  ^ , ^  , and <3^  be respectively the class
of RGQR's of D , intersections of localizations of D 
and GQR' s of D , then 3^ C (3^  C q, . Much of this
thesis deals with the study of the containment relations 
among <3^  , 3 2 and 3^ over particular types of domains.
For example, if D is a Priifer domain, RM-domain or 
unique factorization domain, then (3^  = = 3^ J and if
D is a noetherian or Krull domain, then (3^  = 3^
may properly contain 3 . We also give an example of a
domain where 3^ < 3^ < <3  ^ , and give necessary and
sufficient conditions for a ring containing D to be an 
element of 3^ , 3 2 or 3^ •
In Chapter IV, we study J-domains where a J-domain 
is defined to be a one-dimensional domain in which proper
v
Ideals are contained in only finitely many maximal ideals. 
We show that C>^  and may be properly contained in
and also give a necessary and sufficient condition for
every ring Q such that D c q c K to be a J-domain.
Much of this chapter deals with generalizing results of 
RM-domains obtained by Grell in [HG]. For example, if D 
is a J-domaln with quotient field K , we give a necessary 
and sufficient condition for D[<x^, . . ., an ] with e K
to be a RGQR of D .
vi
CHAPTER I 
Introduct ton
If R is a commutative ring with identity, then a 
multiplicative system M of R is a subset of R that is 
closed under multiplication and does not include zero.
Recall that the quotient ring R^ of R is defined as
fo:lows [ZSI], page 221. Let N = {re R | there exists 
m e M such that xm = 0]. Then N is an ideal of R . 
Denote by h the canonical homomorphism R— *R/N and 
observe that h(M) is a subset of the regular elements of 
h(R) = R/N . If we let T(h(R)) be the total quotient ring 
of h(R) , then we define R^ = {a e T(h(R))I there exists
h(m) e h(M) such that tth(m) e h(R)}.
We define a "generalized" quotient ring of R in a
similar manner. The idea is to replace a multiplicative 
system of elements of R by a multiplicative system of 
subsets of R . All rings considered here are commutative 
with an identity, and R always denotes a ring. If Q is
a ring, T(Q) denotes the total quotient ring of Q .
Definition 1.1. Let R and Q be rings.
(a) If A and B are subsets of R , then we define
n
AB = fEa^b^la* e A and b< e B] . A Generalized Multi-.L L X j_  ^■“
l
2plicatlve system (GMS) S of subsets of R Is a non-empty 
collection of subsets of R that does not include (0) and 
that is closed under multiplication.
(b) We say Q is a Generalized Quotient Ring
(GQR) of R provided there exists S , a. GMS of subsets
of R , such that Q = Rg where Rg Is defined to be Rg =
= (a 6 T(h(R))| there exists A e S -3- ah(A) C h(R)) and
where h is the canonical homomorphism R ■ ^ R/N * and 
N = [r e r| there exists A e S -3- rA = 0}. (Notice that 
h(R) C q = Rg ; throughout this thesis, we shall use
G to denote containment and < to denote proper contain­
ment) .
If S is a GMS of subsets of R , then, by the 
above, Rg is a subset of the total quotient ring of a
particular homomorphic image of R , and it is straight 
forward to show that it is a subring of this homomorphic 
image (see Theorem 1.1). For convenience, we shall always 
denote this homomorphism by h . Whence if A c R , then
by ARg , we mean h(A)Rg .
Definition 1.2. If R and Q are rings, then Q
is said to be a Restricted GQR (RGQR) of R provided
there exists a GMS of subsets S of R such that Q = Rg
and such that A e S implies AR« = R~ . In this case,
3S is said to be a Restricted GMS (RGMS) of R.
Remark: We observe that ordinary quotient rings of
a ring R are RGQR1s of R - Also note if S is a GMS 
of subsets of R and if J = [AR|A e S) , then J is a 
GMS of subsets of R and Rg = R^ . We therefore lose
no generality in assuming that a GMS consists of ideals 
of R .
Also note that if S is a GMS such that each 
A e S contains a regular element, then h is the Identity 
map and Rg = fa e T(R)|there exists A e S such that
aA C R} . This holds in particular if R is a domain.
It is the primary purpose of this thesis to study 
GQR's of a ring R (especially when R is a domain).
In the first chapter, we study the properties of 
RGQR's of R . Although ordinary quotient rings of R
are RGQR’s of R , we show the converse Is false. We also
show that the basic properties of ordinary quotient rings 
carry over to RGQR1s , but point out that many of these 
properties do not carry over to GQR's in general.
Definition 1.3: If M is an R-module, then M is
R-flat provided [A:x]*M = [AM:x] for every ideal A in R
R M
and every x e R (see Bourbaki, Alg. Comm., Ch. I, 92,
ex. 22). Recall that [A:x] = fr c r | rx e A) and [AM:x] =
R M
4fm e m | mx e AM) .
*
Akiba. proves in [A.l] that if R is a ring such
that R C R c T(R) , then R is R-flat if and only If
^ * *
[R:r ]*R = R for every r e R . In addition Akiba
R
*
establishes in [A.2] the following result* Let R , R
*
be rings and f:R— *R a homomorphism such that
f(R) « R* e t (f(R)) . Then R* is R-flat if and only if
R* is f(R)-flat and [o:xR]*R* = R* for every element x
R
* *
in the kernel of f , where [o:xR]-R means f([o:xR])*R .
R R
We show In this chapter that the class of rings 
that are both flat over R and are contained in homomorphic 
images of R (as in [A.2]) is the class of RGQR's of R .
In Chapters II and III, we study properties of
GQR's of domains D . If P is a proper prime Ideal of
D , then M = D - P is a multiplicative system of elements 
of D and D^ j is denoted by Dp . We say that Dp is
the localization of D at P . In Chapter II, we show 
each RGQR of D is an intersection of localizations of 
D , and that each intersection of localizations of D is 
a GQR of D . Thus if we let and (3-^ be
respectively the class of RGQR's of D , intersections of 
localizations of D and GQR's of D , then C C>g C <3^ .
5Much of this thesis deals with the study of the containment 
relations among and C. over particular types of
domains. For example, if D is a noetherlan or Krull domain, 
then <3-^ = but may properly contain ; and if D is
a Pr'ufer domain, RM-domain (see definition preceding 
corollary 3.10) or unique factorization doma.in, then 
3^ =■ = C-^  . We also give an example of a domain where
If A ^ (0) is an Ideal of D and n is a
positive integer, then A_n = (a e KlaAn C D ] ;  and TD (A) ,
the transform of A^ over _D , is T^(A) = fa e Kid e A n
for some positive integer n ] . It Is clear that T^(A)
is a GQR of D . This notion is due to M. Nagata, and 
Nagata and several others have studied this ring (e.g. see 
[N.2] and [N.3]). We generalize several of their results 
in Chapters II and III.
By a proper ideal of a domain D , we mean an ideal
A such that o < A < D . A J-domain is defined to be a
domain in which proper ideals are contained in only finitely 
many maximal ideals and In which proper prime ideals are 
maximal. A property of J-domains is that each proper ideal 
can be given a finite, Irredundant primary representation 
(see [ZSI], page 209). Since an RM-domain may be defined to 
be a noetherian domain in which proper prime ideals are
6maximal, then an RM-domain is a J-domain.
In Chapter IV, we study J-domains. We show that 
= C and may be properly contained in ^  anc* also
give a necessary and sufficient condition for every overring 
of a J-domain to be a J-domain. Most of this chapter, 
however, deals with generalizing results of RM-domains 
obtained by Grell in [HG]. For example, if D is a J-domain 
wLth quotient field K , we give a necessary and sufficient 
condition for . . .,a-n ] with e K to be a
RGQR of D .
Throughout this thesis R shall denote a 
commutative ring with identitywith total quotient ring T(R) 
and D shall denote a domain with identity with quotient 
field K .
Our notation and terminology is that of Zariski and 
Samuel, Commutative Algebra; in particular we use C to 
denote containment and < to denote proper containment;
by an overring Q of R , we mean a ring Q such that
R < Q C T(R) .
Theorem 1.1: If S be a GMS of subsets of R ,
then Rg is a subring of T(h(R)) .
Proof: If axjflt2 e Rs** there exists A1,A^ e S
such that a^h(A1)ch(R) and a^h(A2)ch(R) . Let A = A1A2eS . 
Then A1A2)ch{R) and (a1+a2 )h(A1A2)Gh(R) which implies
7that Rg Is a subring of T(h(R)) .
Example 1.1: This is an example of a RGQR Q of
D and a GMS of subsets S of D such that Q = Dg and
there exists A e S such that AQ < Q . Let D = V be a
valuation ring with a non-maximal proper prime P that is 
idempotent (i.e. P = P2) . Then = PDp = PD ,
Tj-j (Pe) = Tp(P) , and since (P°)^ = P6 > we have
Tp (P6) = Dp = Vp . Hence the transform of P over V is
Ty (P) = Vp , and if Q = Vp , then Q is a RGQR of D = V
(see Remark on page 3). But we have Q = Dg where S = fp)
and PQ < Q .
We shall presently show that the class of rings 
whose elements are both flat over R and contained in the
total quotient ring of a homomorphic image of R is the
class of RGQR's of R . But first we need three lemmas.
Lemma l.g; If Q is a. ring such that R c Q C t (R),
then Q is a RGQR of R if and only if [y:x]Q = Q for
R
all ^ e Q with x,y e R .
Proof: If Q is a RGQR of R s then there exists
a RGMS of subsets S of R such that Ra = Q . Let
^  e Q with x,y e R . Then there exists A e S such that
8A— c R which implies A c [y:x] . Since AQ = Q , then
y R
[y:x]Q = Q .
R
Conversely let S be the GMS of R generated by
E = f [ y : x ] € Q and x,y e R] . That is, S consists of
R y
the element of E along with all finite products of elements 
in Z . Now if ^  e Q , then — [y:x] c r 3 so that
y y R
Q C Rg . And since [y:x]Q = Q , then [y:x]Rg = Rg , so
R R
that Rg is a RGQR of R . Now let a e Rg and pick
A e S such that 0-A c R ; note that AQ = Q . Then
a. e aQ = a (AQ) = (aA)Q c RQ = Q and therefore Rg c Q .
Lemma 1.3: If Q is a, ring such that
R c Q C T(R) , then Q is a RGQR of R if and only if
Q is R-flat.
Proof: In view of lemma 1.2, this is obvious from
[A.l], theorem 2, page 802 where Akiba proves that Q is
flat over R if and only if [y:x]Q = Q for all — e Q
R y
with x,y e R . (Note that [y:x] = [R:x/y] for all
R R
x/y e Q).
Lemma. 1.4: If S is a GMS of R , then R„ is ao
GQR of h(R) and if S is a RGMS of R , then Rg is a
RGQR of h(R) .
9Proof: Let N* = [r e R|h( r)h(A) = o for some
A e S] . If N' - (o) , then it is clear that h(S) =
fh(A)|A e S] is a GMS of h(R) and that h (R)h (S) = Rs ■
Moreover, if h(A)Rg = Rg for all A e S , then W  = (o) ,
and thus h(S) is a RGMS of h(R) . Now assume N' ^ (o)
and let S' be the GMS of h(R) generated by
{[<9: a] | a, B e h(R) , B is a regular element of h(R) and 
h(R)
| e Rg ] . We show h(R)-^ - = Rg . Note that each generating
element [#;a] of S' contains a regular element 3 of 
h(R)
h(R) and therefore each element of S contains a regular
element of h(R) . Hence N = fy e h(R)ly(A) = (o) for
some A e S’) = (o) and therefore R<r C T(h(R)). Now let
6 = e h(R)g- and let A = be an element of
1 h(R)
5 such that 6A C h(R) . For i = 1, . . ., k, let A^ e S
a ksuch that _i h(A.) c h(R) . Then A = IIa , e S and each
1
h(A^) C [9^:a ]^ , so that &h(A) C 6h("A) C h(R) and 
h(R)
6 e Rs . And If X = H(iy 6 RS ’ then th(s)-h|r)l e ^
and since X[h(s):h(r)] c h(R) , we have that X e h ( R W  .
h(R)
10
Theorem 1.4: If S Is a RGMS of R , then
h(R) c r c T(h(R)) , where h is the canonical homomorphism
associated with S , and Rg is R-flat. Conversely, if Q
is a. ring and f is a homomorphism f:R— >Q such that 
f(R) c Q C T(f(R)) , and Q is fla.t over R , then Q is
a RGQR over R . In fact, if S = (A C r |f(A)Q = Q} ,
then S is a RGMS of R , Rg = Q and h = f (to within
an isomorphism) where h is the canonical homomorphism
h:R— ^Rg .
Proof: If S is a RGMS of R , then Rg is a
RGQR of h(R) by lemma 1.4; consequently Rn is flat overO
h(R) by lemma 1.3- Let 9? be the kernel of h . Then by
[A. 2], theorem 1, page 40, Rg is R-fla.t provided that
[o:aR]Q = Q for all elements a e (see remarks following 
R
definition 1.3)* Rut this is clear, for if a e 9? , then
there exists B e S such that aB = o . Consequencely
B C [o:a] , and since BR0 = R„ , then [o:a]R0 = R0 .
R S S R o
Now assume Q is R-flat and let 71' be the kernel
of f . Let S = { A C  r |f (A)Q = Q} . Note by the remarks
following definition 1.3, that S 3 f[o:aR]a e 9?'} and
R
that Q is flat over f (R) . We first show that 9? = 9?' 
where 9? = \ r e r| there exists A e G such that rA = o)
11
is the kernel of h . Now if r e ? ? ,  then let A e S such
that rA = o , Then o = f(rA)Q = f(r)f(A)Q = f(r)Q , so
that f(r) = o and r e ??1 . Let re??' . Since
[o:rR] e S and r[o:rR] = o , then r e ? ? .  Whence 7? = ??f
R R
and f = h (to within an isomorphism).
We conlude by showing that Rg = Q . If a e R^ ,
then there exists A e S such that af(A) C f(R) . Hence 
a e aQ = af(A)Q c f (R) Q = Q , and Rs c Q . If a e Q ,
then a = — where x, y e f(R) and y is regular. By
[A.2], Theorem 1, page 801, Q is flat over f(R) and thus
by lemmas 1.2 and 1.3 we have [y:x]Q = Q . Since
f(R)
V
— [y:x] CS ^(R) » then to conclude, it is sufficient to show
y f(R)
[y:x] = f(A) for some A e S . But this is clear since 
f(R)
f(f-1[y:x]) = [y:x] = [y:x] (as f:R— *f(R) is onto), and 
f(R) f(R) f(R)
thus f‘1[y:x] e S . 
f(R)
If Rg is a GQR of R , and A is an ideal of
R , then ARC , the extension of A to Rn , is oftenO O
denoted by A0 = ARS ; and if O is an ideal of Rg , then
h ^(O h(R)) , the contraction of O to R , is often
denoted by ^ 0 R = (yc . Observe that the general properties
of extended and contracted idealsas in [ZSI], page 218-219*
12
hold In our case (I.e. R — >Rc) -D
Throughout the rest of this chapter, S shall be 
a RGMS of subsets of R .
Theorem 1.5: Let A and B be ideals of R and
O and B be ideals of Rn . Then,O
(a) a € ARS if and only if there exists C e S such
that ah(C) C h(A) .
(b) (AO B) Rg = ARS 0 BRS .
o  f a
(c) 0 = (Of! R )Rg = ^ • Hence each ideal of Rg
is the extension of an ideal of R .
(d) Aec = ARg fl R = fr e r | there exists C e S such
that h(r)h(C) <! h(A) ) .
(e) AR„ = Rq if and only if there exists C e S suchO
that h(C) C h(A) .
(f) A = A0C if and only if [h(A):h(C)] = h(A) for
h(R)
all C e S .
(g) If B is finitely generated, then [AiBlR^ =
R b
[ARg:BRg] .
RS
(h) (0 :S)C = (Oc:«C) .
(i) V5T Rs = ^R^
(j) ARg = Rg if and only if /JT Rg = Rg .
13
Proof:
n
(a) If a e ARg , then a =  Eh(ai)d^ with e A
and d^ e Rg . Since d^ e Rg , then there exists e S
n
such that d^h(C^) C h(R) . Let C = IlC^  . Then C e S and
for i =■ l,,..,n , we have d^h(C) C h(R). Hence ah(C) =
n n n
Sh(a,)(d.h(C)) <= Ih(a.)h(R) = Eh(a.R) c h(A) . Now if there 
1 1 1 1 1
exists C e S such that <xh(C) k- h(A) , then a € aR^ = 
a(h(C)Rs ) = (ah{C)Rs c h(A)Rg = ARg .
(b) See [A.l], lemma 2, page 801.
(c) See [A.2], corollary 2, page 4l.
(d) This is clear from (a). That is, assume r e R 
and there exists C e S such that h(r)h(C) C h(A) .
Then by (a), we have h(r) e ARg = A and therefore
r e Aec . Conversely, if r e  Aec , then h(r) e Ae = ARg ,
and therefore by (a), we have that there exists C e S such 
that h(r)h(C) c b(A) ,
(e) If ARg = Rg , then 1 e ARg and thus by (d),
there exists C e S such that h(l)h(C) = h(C) c h(A). If
there exists C e S such that h(C) c h(A), then obviously
ARS = RS *
p  n
(f) Assume A = A . Now obviously
h(A) <= [h(A):h(c)] . If h(r) e [h(A):h(C)] , then 
h(R) h(R)
14
h(r)h(C) e h(A) and thus by (d), we have r e  Aec = A .
Hence h(r) e h(A) and h(A) = [h(A):h(C)] . Conversely,
h(R)
assume h(A) = [h(A):h(C)] and let r e Aec . Then by (d),
h(R)
there exists C e S such that h(r)h(C) c h(A) and therefore
h(r) e [h(A):h(C)] = h(A). Whence Aec c A , which means
h(R)
that A = AeC .
(g) See [A.2], lemma 2, page UO.
(h) Now [^:5]c c [3C:5C] is always true (see [G^], 
page 33). Let a e (<>C:5C ] . Then aJ9c C 3 C and therefore
h(a)5Ce c 3 ce . Whence by (c), we have h(a)£ c 3 , Thus
c
h(a) € [3 :®] and therefore a e [3:5]
k
(i) Let a e^A1 Rg . Then a = Ehfa^r^ with a^ e W
and r^ e Rg . Since a^ there is a positive integer
n such that a.™ e A . Hence h(a^)r^ = (n(at))nr^ =
= (h(ai)r1)n € ARg . Thus h(a^)rt for each i =
= 1, ...,k , and consequently Jh<ai ) r^ = a e^ARg7 . Now
let a € \AR ' . Then there exists a positive integer nu
such that ®n e ARg and consequently by part (a), there is 
an element e S such that anh(C1) C h(A) , Then there
exists C € S such that ah(C) c h(R) and (ah(C))n e h(A). 
Let c be an arbitrary element of C and pick r e R such
15
that <xh(c) = h(r) . Then there exists a € A such that
(ah(c))n = h(rn) = h(a) . Hence rn - a e N = ker h and
therefore there exists B e S such that (r11 - a)B = o .
This implies that rnB = aB C A . Hence (rB)n=rnBnCrnB=A
and therefore rB Again by part (a), we have that
h(r) = ah(c) is an element of 'fff7 Rg . Thus ah(C) c^ Ia7 Rg
and we have that & e aRg = ah(C)Rg e"'{Ar Rg .
(j) Now obviously ARg = Rg implies “V^ A7 Rg = Rg .
1^
If N ^ R S = Rg , then 1 = jjhfa^r^ with e^A1 and
rt e Rg . Since at cTa* , then there is a positive integer 
n such that a£ e A for all i . There exists an integer
k w
M such that 1 = (Eh(a^)r^) c h(A)Rg = Rg .
If A Is an ideal of R , then we say that _A
misses S provided A contains no element of S .
Theorem 1.6: Let Q be a primary ideal of R such
that ^Tq1 = P misses S . Then PRg is prime, QRg is
primary for PRg , P = PRg H R and Q = QRg H r .
Proof: By [A.2], corollary 2, page 4l and theorem
1.5, part (J), if we can show that QRg < Rg , then our
proof will be complete. Assume QRg = Rg . Then PRg = Rg
and therefore by theorem 1 .5, part (e), there is an element
C of S such that h(C) c h(P) . Since C P , then there
16
is an element c of C - P such that h(c) = h(p) for
some element p e P . Hence c - p c N and therefore there 
is an element B of S such that (c - p)B = (o). But
this implies cB C pB C p , Since P misses S , then
c e P and this is a contradiction .
Corollary 1.7:
(a) The mapping P*— *PRg a 1~1 mapping of the set
of all prime ideals of R that miss S onto the set of all
prime ideals of Rg .
(b) If P is a prime of R that misses S , then the
mapping Q«-*QRg is a 1-1 mapping of the set of ideals of
R that are primary for P onto the set of all Ideals of 
Ra that are primary for PR .
n
(c) Suppose A is an ideal of R and A = 0Q.. is
1 1
an irredundant primary representation of A . Further assume
that for l<i<r , misses S and for r+1 ■< j < n,
r
does not miss S . Then ARg = 0 Q^Pg is an irredundant
0 cprimary representation of ARg . Moreover, A = ARg 0 R = 
r r
= 0 (Q^Rg n R) = nQt ; that Is, ARg H R  is the intersection 
of those primary components of A whose radicals miss S . 
Proof: Clear.
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Theorem 1.3:
(a) If R is Noetherian, then Rg is Noetherian.
(b) If R is Noetherian and A is an ideal of R , 
then A is a contracted ideal of Rg if and only if no
prime ideal of A contains an element of S .
Proof:
(a) Let O be an ideal of Rg . Since R is
Noetherian, then t>e is finitely generated. But £> = ^ ce = 
= h(Oc)Rg , so that ^ is finitely generated.
(b) This is clear by Corollary 1.7, part c.
Theorem 1.9: Let Q = Rg and let
S' = fA c r|AQ - Q]
S = (pa lpa is a prime of R and Pa contains no elements of S)
S" = (A C R|A $ P for any Pa e 2}.GL
Then S',S" are RGMS 1 s of subsets of R ,  S c S' = S"
and Q = Rg = Rg, = Rg„ . Moreover, if J is any RGMS
of subsets of R such that R^ = Q , then . C S ' = S" .
Proof: Obviously S' and S" are GMS's of R
and S C S" . Since Q is flat over R , then by Theorem
1.4, we know that Q = Rg , . It is also clear that S 1 c s",
for if A c S' and A C P where P is a prime that con­
tains no elements of S , then since PRg is a proper prime
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of Rg (Theorem 1.6), we have ARg < Rg which is a
contradiction.
Let A e S". If ARg < Rg , then ARg is contained
in a maximal ideal M of Rg . Since Mc contains no
elements of S , for otherwise M = Mce would not be a 
proper ideal of Rg (Theorem 1.6), then Mc e Z and
A c Aec e MC . But this is a contradiction of the definition
of S". Hence S' = S" .
If J is a RGMS of R such that R . = Q , thentf
A e J implies A Rt = AQ = Q , so that A e S' .
Definition 1.4. S f = S" is defined to be the 
saturation of S , using the notation of Theorem 1.9*
Remark: We may characterize S' = S" as the
largest RGMS of R such that Rg = Q . It, however,
may not be the largest GMS of R that generates Q .
For example, let Q = V p as in example 1.1. Then
S' = S" = fA C r|a i P), But if we let "S be the GMS of 
R generated by P and S' , then Q = but S 1 < ^ .
Definition 1.5. ^ is a GMS of R with the
finite property provided J is a GMS of R such that 
for each E € V there exists E' e J such that E* is a 
finite set and E' C E .
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Theorem 1.10. If S Is a saturated RGMS of R ,
then S has the finite property.
Proof: If E € S , then ERg = Rg and therefore
k
1 = Eh(ei)ri with e^ e E and rt e Rs ’ Tf E ' =
= (e^.,.,6 )^ > then E 1 C E , and E 1 e S since S is a
saturated RGMS .
Theorem 1.11. If S Is a RGMS of R with the
finite property, and A is an ideal of R , then the 
following hold.
(a) Aec = ARg 0 R = fr c r |there exists C e S such
that rC c A) .
(b) ARg = Rg if and only if there exists C e S such
that C C A .
(c) A = Aec if and only if [A:C] = A for all C e S.
R
Proof: (a) If r e R and there exists C e S
such that rC C A , then h(r) c h(r)Rg = h(r)(h(C)Rg) =
= h(rC)Rg C h(A)Rg and therefore r e h-1(h(r)) c Aec .
6 CIf r e A , then h(r) e ARg and therefore by Theorem
1.5, there exists B € S such that h(r)h(B) C b(A) . Let
B r be a finite subset of B that is in S . Then 
h(r)h{B') C h(A) and therefore there exists a^,...,a^ e A
such that h(r)h(b^) = h(e^) for each b^ e B 1 . Hence
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rbi - ai € N lter* **) and consequently there exists
e S such that (rb^ - a^)B^ = 0 . Thus
k
rb^B^ C ai®i C ^ ^or  ^ * ^et B " = € ® * Then
for each i , we have rb^B" C A . Thus if we let
C = B'B" , then C e S and rC = r(B'BM) = r(b^ . . ., bR )B"eA.
(b) If ARg = Rg , then 1 e AeC and therefore by part (a) 
of this theorem, there exists C e S such that
6 C1.C = C C A  . The converse is obvious. (c) Assume A = A
and let x € [A:C] . Then xC C A , so that by part (a) of
R
GCthis theorem, we have x e A = A . The other containment
if obvious. Now assume that A = [A:C] for all C e S .
R
p p
If x e A i then by part (a) of this theorem, there exists
C e S such that xC c A . Hence x e [A:C] = A . It is
R
obvious that A C Aec .
Assume J is an arbitrary GMS of subsets of R 
and let h be the canonical homomorphism h:R— >R^ . Then,
(1) The kernel ?? of h is fr e r| there exists 
A € J such that rA = 0)
(2) The elements of R^ are the elements a e T(h(R))
such that there exists Ce^ *s* ah(C) e h(R) •
Lemma 1.12. Let Q be a ring and f a homomor­
phism f:R— which satisfies (1) and (2) above when h
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and R^ are replaced respectively by f and Q . That is,
(1') the kernel of f ia 7? ,
and (2') the elements of Q are the elements Gt e T(f(R))
such that there exists A e J such that
OLf(A) C f(R) 
are true statements. Then R^ = Q, .
Proof: Since the kernel of f is the kernel of
h , then there is a natural isomorphism <|) = h~^f from 
h(R) onto f(R) end ^ can be extended to an isomorphism 
from T(h(R)) onto T(f(R)) . Since ^(h(E)) - f(E) for 
E = , then it follows that ^(R^) = Q .
Two important theorems dealing with quotient rings 
of R are "the permutability of residue class ring and 
quotient ring formation" and "the transitive property of 
quotient ring formation" (see [ZSI], page 227). We now 
generalize these concepts for RGQR's of R .
Theorem 1.13. Let S be a RGMS of R with the
finite property and let A be an ideal of R that contains
no elements of S . Then,
RS/ARS = [R/A]s+A//A
where S+A/A = [C+A/A|C e S) .
Proof: If 8 e Rg , let denote the image of 8
in RS/ARS ; and if B C R ,  let T? denote its image
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in R/A . Thus R = R/A and 'itg = Rg/ARg . Also observe
that S+A/A = is a GMS of W  . Now since A C Aec =
= ARg 0 R , then there is a natural homomorphism
h: R— ^^g defined by h(r) for all r e R .
Let g be the canonical homomorphism g:R— *R^ .
We now prove the theorem by showing that the ring O
and the homomorphism K:R— >>&g satisfy conditions (I1) and
(2') of Lemma 1.11 which characterizes (to within an 
isomorphism) the ring .
Let r = r+A be an element of the kernal of h .
Then h(r) =“'h(r) = "0 which means that h(r) e ARg .
PP
Hence r e A = ARg 0 R and therefore by theorem 1.11,
there exists C e S such that rC C A , Hence rC" = 15 
and therefore "r is in the kernel of g . Now if 
x = x+A is in the kernel of g , then there exists C e S
such that xC C A . Hence h(x)h(C) C h(A) which implies
S
and x is in the kernel of h
by Theorem 1.5, that h(x) e AR_ . Hence 'O ='h(x) = h(x)
To conclude, we must show that 5 e if and onlyO
if there exists C e S such that Zh(C) c H’(TT) = ’/h^ (R) .
Let = a + ARg c ^  . Since a e Rg , then there
exists C € S such that ah(C) c h(R) . Hence ^h(C") =
and there Is an element C of 3 such that 5h(C) =
aMc))\ = (etffcj/fr.
Theorem 1 . 1^ 4. Let S' be a RGMS of R with
the finite property and let S be a RGMS of R such
that S c S ’ . If h is the canonical homomorphism 
h:R— >Rg , then h(S') Is a GMS of Rs and [R^ 1h ^s , » •
Proof: If E^ and Eg are in G ' and 
h(E.)h(E0) =0 , then E,E^ c ker h , [ r, E and E0 be
-L r L £■ i r.
finite subsets of E-^ and K0 that are- In S' . Then
E-^E^ c ^er B and since E^E^ 1 f'nite subset of S' ,
r t
then there is an element H o^ S such that E-^E^B = 0 .
• 1
But E-j^E B c S' , so that ^his is a contradiction. Thus 
h(S') is a GMS .O
Nov; If , h 1 and <\> be the canonical homomorphisms
h':R— >R„ . and ty:Rg ^^Rr’Vi(S1} and  ^ the com”
post 0f l and . We show that 1b satisfies the con­
ditions (I1) and (2r) of Lemma 1.12. Since ker h 1 = fr e Rj
there exists A 1 e S' such that rA1 = 0 )  and ker ♦ = 
fr e R| there exists A' e S' such that h(r)h(A’) = 0) =
[re r| there exists A* e. S' such that rA' c ker h ] t
2k
then it is clear that ker h ’ G ker ♦ . Let r e ker ♦ . 
Since S' has the finite property, then there exists a 
finite subset E of S' such that rE C ker h . The 
finiteness of E implies that there exists B e  S C S' 
such that (rE)B = r(EB) = 0 . Hence r e ker h' and ker h'= 
= ker ♦ .
To conclude, we need to show that ct e [Rg]h(S') ^
and only if a e T[>t(R)] and there exists E 1 e S' such 
that a(f(E') G i|f (R) . It is easy to check that T[ty(Rg)] =
=T[*(R)] . Let a e [Rslh(s,j - Then a^(h(E) e ^(Rg)
for some E e S' and we may assume that E is finite 
since S' has the finite property, say E = ) .
Then a^(h(et)) = for some 8^ e Rg for i = 1, ...,n.
Since 8^ e Rg > then there exists e S such that
n
#,h(E, ) c h(R) for i = l,...,n. Let E' = tIE. . Then
1 l
a^(h(EE') C ^(h(R)). The other direction is clear since 
^(h(R)) C ^(Rg) .
Corollary 1.15. Let S be a RGMS of R and let
P be a proper prime ideal of R that contains no elements
of S . Then [Rglpp = Rp • (Note by Theorem 1.6 that
S
PRq is a proper prime ideal of R0 .)
Proof: Let S' = f fx)|x e R - P) and S' = (A C r |
A £ Pj . It is clear that R-g- = Rp and that s’ Is a RGMS
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of R . Also S' is the saturation of S since S' =
= (A c R| ARg = Rg-} , and therefore Rg , = Rp . Since
5 c S' , then by theorems 1,10 and 1.14, we know that
RP = RS ’ ^ ^RS^h(S’) whe:*"e h the canonical homomor­
phism h:R— ^Rg . We now show that [Rplpp = fRs^h(Sf) ‘
S
Let S” = fh(E)Rs lE e S'] . Then [Rglg.. - ^s^fS') '
and since PRg 0 R = P (theorem 1.6) and ideals of Rg
are extensions of Ideals of R (theorem 1.5* part (c) ), 
then S" consists of the ideals & in R0 such thatO
6 ♦ PR^ . Thus if = ffa]la t R0 - PR„] , then 3"1 o o o
is the saturation of Sw and tRs^h(Sr) = RS" = RSm = ^R3^PR
Remark: We point out now that most of the results
in this chapter for RGQR1s of R are not true in general 
for arbitrary GQR r s . For example if D is a domain, 
then a necessary and sufficient condition for an overring 
Q of D to be flat over D is that (A 0 b)Q = AQ 0 BQ 
for all ideals A and B of D (see Theorem 2.1). Hence 
if Q is a GQR of D but is not flat over D , then
Theorem 1.5, part (b) is not true.
Also Eakin has given an example of a three dimen­
sional Noetherian Krull ring D and an ideal A of D
such that Q = T^(A) > D is a three dimensional Krull 
ring with a minimal prime 9 such that no ^-primary is
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finitely generated (see [E], example 1). Thus Theorem 1.8 
is not true, and since 9 is not finitely generated, then
C p
9 < 9 which means Theorem 1.5, part (c) is not true.
Also since there is a one-to-one correspondence between the 
minimal primes of D that do not contain A and the minimal 
primes of Q (see Chapter III, CorolLary 3*6) which can be 
realized by contractions of minimal primes of Q , then 9 
is a minimal prime of D that does not contain A . Hence 
Theorem 1.6 is not true.
Example 2.1 in Chapter II illustrates that Theorem 
1.5 parts (d), (e) and (f) need not be true.
If J is a GMS of R , then in view of the proof
of Lemma 1.4, one may wonder when h(«^ ) is a GMS of h(R)
.(where h is the canonical homomorphism h:R— >R ) . Thetr
final theorem of this chapter adds insight to this problem.
Theorem 1.17. If J is a GMS of R and P is
a prime ideal of R that misses J , then h(*/) is a GMS
of h(R). Moreover, if h(*/) is a GMS of h(R) and J has
the finite property, then there is a prime ideal of R that 
misses J .
Proof: To show h(«/) is a GMS of h(R) , we need
to show h(E) ^  0 for any E e J . Since P misses ,
then P 3  ker h ; and therefore if there exists E e J
such that h{E) = 0 , then E C ker h e P which is a 
contradiction. Now assume that h(E) ^ 0 for all E e J
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and that J has the finite property. Let E = fA C r| a 
Is an ideal of R and A misses J ]. Then (0) e E , so 
that E / 0 . Also E is partially ordered under C and 
Is inductive under this ordering since J has the finite 
property. Zorn's lemma then implies that E contains
maximal elements (under this ordering). Let P be such a
maximal element and let xy e P where x,y e R . If
neither x nor y are elementsof P , then P + (x) and
P + (y) properly contain P , so that P + (x) and P + (y) 
contain elementsof J . Hence [P + (X)][P + (y)] c P 
contains an element of which is a contradiction. Thus
P is a prime ideal of R ,
CHAPTER II
Throughout this chapter, D is a domain with 
identity with quotient field K . We primarily in this 
chapter study general properties of GQR's of D . We 
also give one theorem that deals with extension and con­
tractions of ideals between a ring R that is not neces­
sarily a domain and a GQR of R (Theorem 2.IP).
Recall that if a = x/y e K where x,y e D , then
[D:a] = [y:x] . We may characterize [y:x] =[D:0t] as the
D D D D
largest ideal A of D such that ACi G D .
Theorem 2.1. Let Q be an overring of D . T.A.E.
(a) Q is a RGQR of D
(b) Q is flat over D
(c) Q = Dg where S = fA C d|aQ - Q]
(d) Qp = Dp ^ D for all proper prime ideals P of Q .
(e)  ^ D for all maximal ideals M of Q .
(f) If a = x/y e Q with x,y e D , then [D:a]Q =
D
[ y: x]Q = Q ,
D
(g) PQ = Q or Q C Dp for all proper primes P of 
D .
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(h) (A 0 B)Q = AQ 0 BQ for all ideals A and B of D .
Proof: The equivalence of (a), (b), (c) and (f)
follows from Lemma 1.2 and Theorem 1.4, and Richman in [R]
shows the equivalence of (b), (d), (e) and (g). If Q is
a RGQR of D , then by Theorem 1.5, part (b), we know
that (a) implies (h). Assume (h) is true and let a be a
non-zero element of Q . Then [D:(X] = 0 D . If we
D
let d £ D such that da  ^ e D , then a S  fl D C
l/d(da 0 D) . Ve then have that [D:a]Q = (a-1D 0 D)Q *“
D
<= 1/d(da_1D n D)Q = l/d[da-1DQ 0 DQ] = l/d[dQ 0 Q] =
= l/d[dQ] = Q . Hence (h) implies (f) and proof is complete.
In chapter III, see remark following Theorem 3-2, 
we show that a RGQR of D need not be a regular quotient
ring of D . We now give a necessary and sufficient con­
dition for a RGQR of D to be a quotient ring of D .
Theorem 2.2. Let S be a RGMS of subsets of D
with saturation S’ and let M = D - UP where {p ]a cta
consists of the primes of D that contain no elements of 
S . Then ,
(a) Dg = if and only i: A e S implies A 4- UP .
a
(b) Dg is a quotient ring of D if and only if
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Proof; If Dg = , then A e S implies AD^ = DM .
Hence A contains elements of M so that A 4 UP
’ a
Conversely, assume A e S implies A ^  UP and let
a a
® e Dg. Then there exists AeS such that 0AcD. Since
there exists m e  A - yP , then m e M ; and since mf3 e D ,
a
then 0 e D„ . Since no element of M is in any P , thenM a
by the definition of S’ , we have M c S’ so that
Dm c  Og c  Dg and (a) is proven.
Now assume Dg is a quotient ring and let M r be
a multiplicative system of elements such that D^, = Dg .
Since M 1 can be considered a RGMS of subsets of D ,
then M' c s and, by the definition of S’ , we have that
no element of M r is in any P„ . Hence M' C M andQ.
Dg = D^, C D^ . But in the proof of (a), we showed that
is always contained in Dg .
Lemma 2.3* Let S be a GMS of D and A be an
ideal of D containing an element B of S . Let
S' = fC e s|C c A) . Then S ’ is a GMS of D and
Dg, = Dg .
Proof: It is clear that S 1 is a GMS of D
and since S' c S , then Dg, C Dg . If a e Dg , then
there exists C e S such that aC C D . Hence a^B c D
and CB e S r, so that a e Dg , .
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The proof of the next lemma Is obvious and shall be
omitted.
Lemma 2.4» If P is a prime ideal of D and
a € K , then a e Dp if and only if [D:a] i P .
D
Lemma £.5. If S is a GMS of D and S' =
= fA c D|A 3 E for some E e S} , then S' is a GMS of
D and Dg = Dg, .
Proof: It is clear that S' is a GMS of D and
since S C s' , then Dg C Dg, . If a e Dg, , then there
exists A e S' such that cla C D . Let E e S such that
E A . Then aE C D ,  so that a e Dg .
Lemma 2.6. An overring Q of D is a. GQR of D
if and only if Q = D„ where S = { H [D:a ja, e Q and
S 1=1 D 1 1 1
n is a positive integer).
Proof: Assume Q is a GQR of D and let be
a GMS of D such that D^ = Q . Let a e Q and let A
be an element of ^ such that aA c D . Then
A C [D:a] e S and therefore [D:a] is an element of =
D D
= (C D|c 3 E for some E e. J ) . We then have S c
and therefore D„ C D^f = Dg = Q . Since a[D:a] C D ,
D
then it is clear that Q c Dg ,
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Lemma 2.7* If S is a GMS of D and P is a
prime ideal of D which misses S , then Dc c n ; hence,P
if T. is the set of all prime ideals of D which miss S , 
then Dc c fl D_ .
b Pez F
Proof: The proof is easy and we omit it.
Theorem 2.8. If £ is a collection of prime ideals
of D , then n DP is a GQR of D ; in fact,
PeE ^
0 = D„ where S = {A c D| A ^ P for any P e £ } .
PeE F b
Proof: Lemma 2.7 shows that Dn c D Dd . And if
° Pe £
<x e 0 D-, , then [D:d]4 P for any P e r  by Lemma 2.^. Thus 
PeI r D
[D^ ot] e S , and since a [D^a]c d , then a € .
Theorem 2.9* Let S be a GMS of D , let D'
be a domain such that D c D 1 c d„ and let E , I' denote 
respectively the set of prime ideals of D and D' which 
miss S . Then the correspondence P j * P '  n D is a 
one-to-one correspondence from the elements of y ' onto 
the elements of E . Moreover, if P' corresponds to P ,
then L'p, = Dp .
Prooft If P e E , then by Lemma 2.7, we have that
D <= D 1 c Dg c Dp . Let P* = PDp 0 D r . Then P' fl D = P
and P 1 e E' , so that our correspondence is onto. Moreover, 
since P ' fl D = P and D C D ' C Dp , then D 'pi = Dp • 
this Implies that our correspondence is one-to-one, so that 
our proof is complete.
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Corollary 2.9* If P is a- non-zero element of D 
such pD = P is a prime Ideal of D and S is a GMS of
D such that P contains no elements of S , then PDQ is
a prime ideal of D0 .O
Proof: Since P contains no element of S , then
^ D-. and PD_ 0 D„ is a prime in D . Obviously S P P b S
PDg c PDp fl Dg and if a e PDp fl Dg , then a = ps/x with
s, x e D and x / P . Let A e S such that aA C D , and
let a be a non-zero element of A . Then aa e D , so 
that there exists an element d e D such that psa = xd . 
Since xd e P , and x / P , then d - pr for some r e D .
Thus sa = xr and s (tt) = r e D . Since a is an
arbitrary element of A , then s/x A C D , so that 
s/x e Dg and a = p(|;) € PDg .
Corollary £.10. If S is a GMS of D , D' is a
domain such that EP D f c Ds , and ED 1 = D r for all E e S,
then D' = Dq = fl Dc where Z is the set of prime ideals
b Pe e F
of D that miss S .
Proof: If we let Z 1 be the set of all proper
prime ideals of D' , then (see [G], Theorem 3-10)
D' = 0 D 1p r . Since ED' = D' for all E e S , then
P'eE’ F
the elements of E' contain no elements of S , so that by
Theorem 2.9, we have that fl Dd = D ' c Dq . Since
PeE F b
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DQ ® 0 D_ by Lemma 2.7, then our proof is complete.
PeE *
Corollary 2.11. If S is a RGMS of D , then 
Dg is an intersection of localizations of D .
Proof: This is immediate from Corollary 2.10.
If A is an ideal of a ring R and S is a 
GMS of R , then (following [MG]) we define Ag to be
{a e T(h(R) | clh(E) c h(A) for some E e S] where h is the
canonical homomorphism h:R— >R^ . The next theorem, inO
part, is a generalization of Theorem 2.9 in the ring case.
Theorem 2.12. If R , S and h are as in the above
paragraph, then the following are true.
(a) If A is an ideal of R , then Ag is an ideal
of Ra and Aa 3 AR = A . Moreover, A may properlyO Q O ^
contain ARg , but if S is a RGMS cf R , then
AS = ARS *
(b) If P is a prime ideal of R that misses S and
Q is a P-primary ideal of R , then Pg is a prime ideal
°f Rs , [QS1C = Q = Q0C and Qg ^ ERg for E e S .
Moreover, Qg Is primary for Pg if S has the finite
property.
(c) If L is a primary ideal of Rg such that
ST? ^  ERg for E e S , then L = [LC ]g and Lc misses S .
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If A is any ideal of Rg , then ACRg c: a c [ AC ] s .
(d) The mapping P —>Pg is a one-to-one mapping from
the prime ideals P of R that miss S onto the prime 
ideals P p of Rg such that P 1 $ ERg for E e S .
Proof: If ci, B e Ag and y e Rg , then there
exist e S such that ah(E1) C h(A) ,
®h(E£) C h(A) and ah(E^) C h(R) . Since (a+y®)h(E1E2)
and ttyhfE^E^) are both contained in h(A) , then Ag is
an ideal of Rg . By Theorem 1.5* part (a), it is clear
that Ag = ARg provided S is a RGMS of R , and by the
proof of Theorem 1.5* part (a), it is clear that in general, 
ARg G Ag . Now let R = V in example 1.1 and let S =
= {Mn }“ = (M] . Then Mg = Rg > MRg . If S ’ =
= [[x)|x e R - M] , then Rg = Rg , , MRg = MRg, , Mg, =
= MRg < Mg . Hence , in general, Ag depends upon the
GMS S while ARg depends on the ring Rg . Next, we
consider (b).
Since Q C * then let r e [Qs 1° and
B e S such that h(r)h(B) G h(Q) . Since P misses S , 
then there exists b e B - P and q € Q such that
h(r)h(b) = h(q) . Hence rb - q e ker h and therefore there
exists B 1 e S such that (rb-q)B' = 0 . But this implies
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that rbB' C Q ; and since Q is primary for P and
bB’ P , then r e Q . Hence Q = [^3 ]° anc* since
QRS C Qs , then Qec = Q .
If P is a prime ideal of R and P misses S , 
then P ^ ker h and h(P) is a prime ideal of h(R) . If
a0 e Pg with c l  ^ Pg , then there exist E^, e S such that
ahfE^ G h(R) , 0h(E2) C h(R) and ah{E_l) • 0h(E2) « h(P) .
It follows that ph(E2) G h(P) , 0 e Pg and Pg Is prime.
Since [pg]C = P * It is clear that Qg ^ ERg for E e S .
If P misses S and S has the finite property,
it is easy to check that Q 3 ker h for any P-primary
ideal Q of R , and therefore h(Q) is h(P)-primary. Let
ag e Qq with a ^ Q„ . There exist finite sets E,,E_ e S0 0  X e_
such that ah(E1) C h(R) , 0h{E2) C h(R) and
ah(E^)*0h(E2) C h (Q) . Since ah(E1) £ h(Q) and E? is
finite, it follpws that there exists a positive integer n 
such that 0nh(E2) C h(Q) and consequently is primary.
Using the fact that '>tyi(Q)/ = h(P) and that S has the
finite property, it is easy to show that ^  “ ps •
Q
If a e [L ]g , then there exists E e S such that
ah(E) G h(LC) c L . Since h(E) ^ ^ L ', then a e L and
[L°]cp L . Let 0 e L and let E e S such that
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0h(E) e h(R) . Let e e E and let r e R such that
0h(e) = h(r) . Then h(r) e L H h(R), so that r e Lc and
h(r) = 0h(e) € h(Lc) . But e Is an arbitrary element of
E , so that 0h(E) C h(Lc) and 0 e [LC ]g . It is clear
that Lc misses S and the proof of (d) follows 
immediately from parts (b) and (c).
Theorem £.13. If ^ a n d  ^  denote respect­
ively the class of all RGQR1s of D , the class of all
intersections of localizations of D , and the class of 
all GQR1 s of D , then 3-^  c CJ-^ C Q , .
Proof: The proof follows directly from Theorem
2.8 and Corollary 2.11.
Theorem 2.14. Let E be a collection of prime
ideals of D , let N = D - U P  * and let S =
Per
= (E C d |e 4 P for any P e E } . Then# dmC d q = n d p •
b Pe v
If £ is finite, then DM=DC!= (1 D-, and S is a RGMS of D .
H b Pel p
Proof: By Theorem 2.8, D- = fl D_ , and since
b Per P
N c s , then DN C Dg . If r is a finite set, then
since an ideal contained in the union of a finite number
of prime ideals implies that it must be contained in one of
them (see (ZSl], page 215), we have that S =
= [A C d|A 4 U P) • Since N is obviously a RGMS of D ,
Per
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then S is a RGMS and it is clear that Dg c •
Definition 2.1. Let E be a collection of prime
ideals of D and let S be a GMS of D such that P
misses S for all P e £ . If D„ = fl D_ , then S is
Pe E
said to be complete with respect to _E -
Definition 2.2. If E is a collection of prime
ideals of D and S is a GMS of D , then S is said
to be maxima 1 with respect to E_ provided S =
= [E c d|e P for any P e E) .
Remark: It follows from Theorem 2.8 that if S is
maximal with respect to E , then S is complete with
respect to E . The converse is false (e.g. see Lemma 2.3
and example 1.1). Theorem 2.16 gives a sufficient
condition for S to be complete with respect to E - in
particular, if S is a RGMS and E is the set of prime
ideals missing S , then S is complete with respect to
E . Also, in Theorem 2.14, if E is a finite set of prime
ideals, N = D - U P a multiplicative system of elements,
PeE
S* = f fxj | x e N) , S = fE«= DfE ^ P for all p e £} , and
S' is a GMS such that S* e S * c S , then S' is
complete with respect to £ ,
Theorem 2.15. Let D^ and Q be subrings of K 
such that D C D-^  c Q and let S and be GMS' s of
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D and D-^  respectively. Then, the following are true.
(a) If Q is a GQR of D , then Q need not be a 
GQR of D1 .
(*) if Q i s a RGQR of D , then Q is a RGQR
of D1 .
(c) if Q =: Ds and S has the finite property, then
Q = [DJ s *
(d) if Q is an intersection of localizations of D
then Q is an intersection of localizations of . In
fact, if Q = n
pae
Dpr a
and S is complete with respect to
r , then Q = [Di •
(e) If Q is a RGQR of D , then D-^  need not be
a GQR of D *
(f) If Q is a. RGQR of , and is a RGQR
of D , then Q is a RGQR of D .
(e) If Q is a RGQR of D^ {or Q = where
has the finite property), and is a GQR of D ,
then Q is a GQR of D .
(h) If Q = [Dn]„ and S is a RGMS of D suchl
that Dg = , then t ^ ^ g  g ) = Q where by (SjS^ we
mean the GMS of generated by the elements of S and S .
ko
Proof: See [H], example 2.9 to see that (a) Is true.
If S is a RGMS of subsets of D and D0 = Q , thenO
Q = Dg c a e and A e S such that
OLA C . Then & e CiQ = Ci(AQ) = (aA)Q. c D^Q = Q . Hence
[D^Jg = Q and (b) is true.
Assume that S has the finite property and that 
Ds = Q . Obviously [ D j s 3 Q . Let a e [D]_]g and let
A = (a.-L,...,an) be a finitely generated element of S such
that 1A C Dx . Since aa^ e for i = 1,...,n , then
n
there exists e S such that aaiRiC t) . If B = IIB^ , then
B e S , and aa^BCD for each i . Hence a(AB) C D and
since AB e S , then a e Dg and (c) is true.
If Q = fl D_ , then [EL ]' = D where P =
Paer a 1 a
= PaDp n D , so that Q = D[D1]pl , And if S is complete 
a cl
with respect to r , then S is complete with respect to
[P 3 , so that [D-, ]c = Q and (d) follows.CL l b
To see that (e) is true we take example 2.1, and let
k 1 be a field such that kQ < k r < k and let D = kQ + M ,
= k' + M and Q = Vp where P is a prime of V such
that P < M (see the remark following example 2.1). By
Theorem A , In [G], page 5^0, we know that Q = Dp so that
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Q Is a RGQR of D . But since M is the unique
maximal ideal of D and (M) = k + M = V , then all
other GQR1s of D contain V , so that is not a
GQR of D .
We now consider (f) and (g). If Q is a RGQR of 
D^ , then by Theorem 2.1, we may assume that Q = [D-j_]g
where consists of all ideals O of such that
OQ = Q . By Definition 1.4, S-^ is a saturated RGMS 
of D^ and therefore by Theorem 1.10, S-^ has the finite 
property.
Thus assume = Dg . If O is a finitely
generated element of , then there exists A e S such
that Oh C D . Let S' = fOA| ^ is a finitely generated 
element of S1 , A e S and Oh C d] . Then S' is a
GMS of D and we show Dg, = Q .
If a = Q , let & be a finitely generated element
of such that 0-0 C d t Since is finitely
generated over , then there exists A e S such that
(a^)A C D . Pick B € S such that OB G D . Then
OAB € S' and a(OAB) C D , so that a e Dg , . If y e Dg,,
then there exists OA e S' such that y (<^ A) G D . Since
yaA c D for all a e O , then yO e Dq = D, and therefore
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Y e = Q • Hence (g) is proven and if S is a
RGMS of D , then S' is a RGMS of D , so that (f) is 
true.
Under the hypothesis of (h), it is clear that 
Q c D,, ~  ^ . And if a e D,_ _ , , then there exists
A e S and O e such that aA^ C d . (Without loss of
generality, we may assume D e S and D1 e .) Hence
OO e aO-D^  - a^(AD1) - (aAO)D1 C DD1 = D and therefore
tt e [D-, ] = Q .
bl
Remark: If Q is a GQR of D-^ and is a
GQR of D , then we do not know whether Q must be a 
GQR of D .
Theorem £.16. If 3 is a GMS of D with the 
finite property and I is the collection of prime ideals
of D that miss S , then S is complete with respect
to £ .
Proof; By Lemma 2.7* we have that D C d„ c  f| D_ .
Per F
Let a e 0 D_ . Then by Theorem 2.8, there exists an ideal 
PeE P
A of D such that A ^ P for any P e £ and such that
aA C D . Now if A contains an element of S , then
a e Dc and Dc = fl D_ . Thus assume A misses S and 
b b Pe £ F
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let E = fB C d|b Is an Ideal of D containing A and B 
misses S ]. Then v 0 0 and since S has the finite 
property, then by the proof of Theorem 1.7, we Know that
2 contains a maximal element P that is a prime ideal of 
D. But this implies P e E  which is a contradiction.
If S is a GMS of D and D„ is an inter-o
section of localizations of D , then must D„ = 0 D_
b PeE ^
where 2 consists of the prime ideals of D that miss S ? 
Example 1.1 illustrates that we may have c Dp where
P 0 2 , but in this case, D_ is still H Dd . Also if
Pe ^
3 is a RGMG of D or if S has the finite property,
then we have seen that the amswer to the above is yes. The 
next theorem adds further light to this question, but, in 
general, we have been unable to answer it.
Theorem g.!7» Let Q be a GQR of D , let
n
S = f n [ D : t t  ] | a ,  e Q and n is a positive integer), and let
I D 1 L
E be the collection of prime ideals that miss S . Then
Q is an intersection of localizations of D if and only
if Q =  D Dp (i.e. S is complete with respect to E
Pc E
if and only if Q is an intersection of localizations of 
D) .
Proof: If r = fqg) is a subset of the prime
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ideals of D such that Q = H d , then by Lemma 2.7,
e
OD c 0 Dd . By Lemma 2.4, no element of T contains 
3 %  Pei: p
any element of the form with a e Q , so that no
D
element of r contains any element of S . Consequently 
P C v which means that 0 D C f)D
Per F & qa
Lemma 2.18. If £ is a collection of prime ideals
of D , then 0 D = fa e k|[D:a] <i P for any P e Z ).
Pe£ p D 1
Proof: This follows Immediately from Lemma 2.4.
Theorem 2.19. Let S be a GMS of D and let
E be a set of prime ideals of D . Then,
(a) Dn = n D_ if and only if D_ = faeK|[D:<X] 4 P
Per F S D
for any P e 2) and
(b) D„ = 0 D_ if and only If D_ G D_ for all
Pe r
P e l  and where P = PDp 8 for all
P e Z .
Proof: The proof of (a) is obvious from Lemma 2.18,
and (b) is clear since Dg * Dp implies that [ ] p , = Dp .
Theorem 2.20. Let Q be an overring of D and let
n
S = fTl[D:a, ]|a, e Q and n is a positive integer]
1 1 1
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S1 = [E «= D| EQ = Q , E is an Ideal of D ]
Sg, = fE c DlE C for some C e S ]
£ = (P c d |f is a prime ideal that misses S ]
= f A c d| A ^ P ^or any P e l ] .
Then S, S^ ,, are GMS1s of D such that
G1 <= S2 c S3 , S C S2 and Dg C Q c = DQ c Dg =
H D . Furthermore, Q is a GQR of D if and only
Pe Z
if Q = . Moreover, if Q is a GQR of D , then
(l )
(a) Q is a RGQR of D if and only if D„ = Da
S1 2
- Dq
b3
(b) Q is an intersection of localizations of D but
is not a RGQR of D if and only if Dc < D„ = D„
bl 2 3
(c) Q is not an intersection of localizations of D
if and only if Dc < D0 < D0
bl 2 °3
Proof: It is clear that S, S-^ , Sg and 3^ are
GMS1s of D and that S c S£ C . If E e S1 , then
k k
1 = with e, e E and a e Q . Hence TT[D:0- ] =
1 1 1 I D 1
k k k
= Ee, (a Il[D:a, ]) C Ee.D G E , and therefore E e S0 . Thus
1 I D  1 d
c and by applying Lemma 2.5 and Theorem 2.8, we have
+^6
Dq C Da = Dn c D0 = H D_, . It is also clear that
bl b °2 °3 peS F
Q c d o and if a e Q , then there exists E e S. suchO 1
that aE c D . Hence a e aQ = aEQ C DQ = Q and
Dc, C Q . By Lemma 2.6, Q is a GQR of D if and only
°1
if Q = D0 . Now assume Q Is a GQR of D .O
If Q is a RGQR of D , then toy Theorem 2.1,
if A e S , then AQ = Q . Hence S is a RGMS of D ,
so that Sn = is the saturation of S and = D_ =
L 3 ^  ^2
Dq . The converse of (a) follows from Theorem 2.1.
3
If Q is not a RGQR of D , then by (a), we must
have D„ < DQ = Q ; and if Q is an intersection of
bl b2
localizations of D , then Theorem 2.8 shows that Q = DQ
3
Conversely, if D„ < D_ = Dq , then Q = D D and by
bl b2 3 Pel F
(a), Q cannot toe a RGQR of D .
If Q is not an intersection of localizations of
D , then by Theorem 2.8, we have that Q = D„ < DQ
2 3
Moreover DQ < Q for otherwise Q would be a RGQR of 
bl
D and hence an intersection of localizations of D . The 
converse of (c) is clear by Theorem 2.8.
hi
Corollary £.21. Let S and Q be as in Theorem
2.20. If there exists A c D such that AQ = Q and
aA c D for some a e Q , then there are elements and
Bg of S such that C A C .
Proof: Since aA c D , then A c [D:<x] , and since
D
AQ = Q , then by Theorem 2.20, there exists B-^ e S such 
that c A .
We point out that Corollary 2.21 may not be true if 
we omit the hypothesis that AQ = Q - even if Q is a GQR 
of D . For example, in Example 1.1, we have that T^ -(P) =
Vp , so that ap e V for all a e Vp . But Vp is a
RGQR of V and therefore by Theorem 2.1, we have that
AVp = Vp for all A e S . And since PVp < Vp , then P
contains no element of S . (In fact, since V is a 
valuation ring, then P is properly contained in each 
element of S .)
Proposition 2.22. If ^a^cteF "^s 8 c° H ection of 
GMS ' s of D , then fl Srt is a GMS of D provided ,
aer a
HS 4 0 . (And we may assume that OS is not empty
ul GL
by assuming that D is in Sa for all a e F ,
This will not change Dq ) .
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Also e DDS . Moreover tf for each d e r f =
a a
f P a c d| P- q a prime ideal of D and P„ a a»P p a, P
contains no element of S~ } and if each S is maximalOb CL
with respect to Z , then D - 0DG
osa “ S«
Proof: It is clear that 0S„ is a GMS of D and
that El^ C flDQ . If each S_ is maximal with respectI 1 o* Q
cl ot
to S , then D„ = DD_ , so that 0 D_ = D D d
°a  S Pa , e  aeT ba  a)B  *a ,0
But it is clear that fl Sa = f A c d | A ^ Pa g for any a,0 }
and therefore D = 0 D
a a,p pa,e
We point out that in the above theorem, m&y
indeed be empty - even if there are only finitely many Su
and the D„ are equal. For example, in Example 1.1,
QL
S1 = cP3 and Sg = [A <= v! A $ P) are two GMS »s of V
such that S., H so = 0 and V0 = VQ . Also since inter- 
t d o O 2
sections of localizations over a domain D may not be a
RGQR of D (for example, see Example 2.1), then each
may be a RGQR of D without D.„ being a RGQR of 
a  a
D .
b9
Proposition £.23. Let a i»***»an 6 K * Q ~
n
= D[0. , ...,a. 1 and A = n[D:a.] . Then Q is a GQR ofx n i D 1
D if and only if Q = TD (A) , and Q is a RGQR of D if
and only if AQ = Q .
Proof: Since a,fD;a ] C d J then Q, C T^fA) . If
D
Q is a GQR of D , then Td (A) c  Q by Lemma 2.6. If Q
is a RGQR of D , then AQ = Q by Theorem 2.1, and if
AQ = Q , then AnQ = Q and aAn C D implies that
a c aQ = aAnQ c DQ = Q and T (A) c q .
D
Proposition 2.24. Let Q be an overring of D .
(a) If D[<* . . . ,a ] is a GQR of D for all
finite subsets fa ,...,an 3 of Q - D , then Q is a 
GQR of D .
(b) If D[a] is a RGQR of D for all elements a of
Q - D , then Q is a RGQR of D .
n iProof: Let S = fn[D :0. ]|0 e Q and n is a
I D 1 1
positive integer } and let a e Dg . Then there exists an
k
element A = II[ D: 0 . ] of S where 0, e Q such that
I D
aA c D . But by Proposition 2.23* e Td (A) =
= D[0 . . ,, ] C Q , Since Q is obviously contained in
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Dg , then (a) is true.
Now if D[<1] is a RGQR of D for all a e Q - D ,
then by Theorem 2.1, we have that 1 e [D:Ci]D[d] C [D:tt]Q .
D D
Hence again by Theorem 2.1, Q is a RGQR of D .
Proposition 2.25. If fQa laep is a chain of
GQR ' s of D , then Q = u Qa is a GQR of D . Moreover,
aer
if Qa is a RGQR of D for all d e T , then Q isa
RGQR of D .
Proof: If for each a e T , we let S be theQL
GMS of D generated by {[D:y ]Iy e D -I , then
D a
Da = Dg (Lemma 2.6), and the Sa are linearly ordered 
d
under inclusion. Let S be the GMS of D generated by
the elements of the S . Then it is clear that Q c Da .
QL o
And if y e Dg , then let A be an element of S such 
that yA c D . Since A = • • ■ • Aa with Aa e Sa
and the S are linearlly ordered, then there is a 
1
g e r such that each Aa = Sg . Hence A e Sg and
Y e DS0 = S  c Q •
Now if Qa is a RGQR of D for all e T , then
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Sa is a RGMS of D for all a e T by Theorem 2.1. Thus 
define S as in the preceding paragraph and let A e S .
S3
Then A e S f°r some 0 e T t and therefore 1 e AD
= AQg C AQ , so that Q is a RGQR of D .
Proposition 2.26. If S is a GMS of D and
k
D p  ...,Dk are overrings of D such that D = OD^ ,
then D,, = 0 [ D. ] _ .
o L o
Proof: Since D C  D^ for i = 1, . . .,k , then it
k k
is clear that D,, C 0[D. . Let <*■ * 0[D. ] and letO J 1 o S
A. e S for i = 1, . ..,k such that dA. c D. . Then A =l ’ i l
k
= IlA e S and aA C D. for each i . Hence aA c D 
1 L
and a e D0 .
An ideal A of D is said to be Invertible pro­
vided AA = D where A  ^= f <X e k |ola C D } .  If Q is 
an overring of D , then the conductor C of D in Q is 
{d e d (dQ c D] . C may be characterized as the largest 
ideal that is common to both D and Q . We now give 
several basic properties concerning the transform of an 
ideal.
Theorem 2.27. Let A and B be ideals of D and 
let P be a prime of D . Then,
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(a) If A ^ P , then Tp(A) c Dp . Moreover, if
ATD(A) = Td (A) , then A P if and only if TD(A) Dp 
and FTD (A) = Td (A) if and only if A c P .
(b) If A is invertible, then ATp (A) = Tp(A) *
(c) If there exists a positive integer n such that
An C B , then Td (B) C Td (A) .
(d) If A and B are finitely generated and “'j_A = 'N|"b',
then Td (A) = Td (B) .
CO
(e) The conductor of D in Tn(A) contains 0An .
u 1
(f) If a / o is an element of A , then A  ^ =
= [x/a|x e [a:A]} . Consequently, if o is a GMS of D ,
D
then an arbitrary element a of is of the formO
A = d/c where c ^ o is in some element C of S and
d e [ c : C ] .
D
(g) If D is a noetherian domain and n is a
positive integer, then A n is a finite D-module. In fact,
n
if a / o is an element of A , then A = E(xj/bD) where
[a:An ] = (x ,..♦,x )D .
D
(h) Td(A+B) = Td(A) 0 Td(B) , and if S is the GMS 
of D generated by A and B , then D^ , = T^(AB) .O JJ
(i) If x is a non-zero element of D and N is the
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multiplicative system of elements fxn }” , then Td(x) =
= D[1/x] = Dn .
Proof: The proof of (a) follows from Theorem 2.1 
and Lemma 2.7. IT A Is invertible, then 1 e AA~^<2ATd (A),
so that (b) is true. The proofs of (c), (e) and (1) are
trivial and (g) follows immediately from (f). If A =
- (a^’ '*•* ak)D and '{a' = W  , then there is a positive
Ninteger N such that a. e B for all i such that
a e i
1 < i <_ k . Hence if i =■ kN , then Pk*“ = Ea^I . . . a ^ D  C b .
e 4 +- . . . + e,
X1 k
Therefore (d) follows from (c). If & t a *1 and a / o is
an element of A , then aa e D , so that a = x/a with
x e D . But aA = x/a A c D implies that xA c a.D , so
that x e [a:A] and (f) is true.
D
It is clear that Td (a+B) C Td (A) n Td (B) . If
o e Td (A)  ^ TD^B  ^ * then there a positive integer n
such that both aAn G D and CiBn c D . Now (A+B)2n =
= £ A*" B1^ , so that i ;> n or J >_ n . Hence
i+j=2n
a(A+B)2n = S GA1^  C d and a e T (A+B) . Obviously,
l+j=2n D
Td (AB) « Dg and if a e Dg , then aA1B^ <= D where I > 0,
j > 0 and either i or j is greater than zero. Let
5^
k - max (i,j). Then a(AB)k = aAiBJ’ , so that Dn - Tr.(AB)o L)
and (h) is true.
Remark: In Example 1.1, we have that Tp(p) = DP
and therefore the converse of part (a) of Theorem 2.27 is 
not true In general. In Chapter IV (see Corollary 4.10 
and Corollary 4.23) we show that If A is an ideal of an 
RM-domain D , then ATD(A) = T^fA) . Since there exist
non-invertible proper ideals of RM-domains (see [M],
Example 1.3) » then the converse of part (b) of Theorem 2.9 
is also not always true.
If we define , 3 and 3 over D as in
1 2  3
Theorem 2.13, then 3^ C 3^ c ^  Chapter III, we show
that if D is a Prufer domain, then 3^ = 3^ = ^  (see
Corollary 3*3)* We now give three examples illustrating 
the other containment possibilities. The first example 
is an example of a domain D such that 3 <c 3^ = 3  ^ and
is due to Robert Gilmer.
Example 2.1. Let k be a field with a subfield
k0 ^ k and let V be a valuation ring of the form V =
2
= k + M where M = M is the maximal ideal of V and
M = uP(i where {P ] consists of the primes properly 
a a
contained in M . (For such an example, see [G.H.], page
145), Let D = kQ + M .
Now u P., Is a prime ideal of ^Vp , so that
a a Fa
DV = V . Since M Pa for any a , then T. (M) c Gy
a ra v a
(see part (a) of Theorem 2.27) which means that T^(M) = V ,
But since M Is a. common ideal of D and V , then 
Ty(M) = Td(M) = V . By Theorem A in [G], page 560, we know
that the primes of D are exactly the primes of V and
that if P < M is a proper prime of D s then Dp = Vp .
Hence Tn(M) = V = f|D . And since any proper ideal A of
u a *0.
D has the property that AV < V , then there can be no RGM 
of subsets S of D such that D0 = V , Thus V is a
GQR of D that is not restricted and we have (2^  < c 3-^
Now let S be any GMS of ideals of D such that
D < D0 . Since M is the unique maximal ideal of V ando
of D then T^{M) = V c T^(A) for all proper ideals A e 3
and therefore V C Dg • But V is a Prufer domain, so that
there is a subcollection of the * sa-V ) * such
that Dc = flv = DD_ (see Corollary 3-3) ■ Hence each
S 8 S  0 Q 0
GQR of D is an intersection of localizations of D and
C'l < <*2 = c-3 .
Remark: If we let k be algebraic over kQ , then
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V is integral over D and since V is a valuation ring, 
then V is the integral closure of D . Also it is easy 
to show in this case that there is a one-to-one corres­
pondence between the fields between ko and k and the 
domains between D and V. Hence if there are no fields
between k and k and k is algebraic over k , theno o
there are no rings properly between D and V and all 
overrings of D are rings containing V . Whence each 
overring of D is an intersection of localizations of D .
We now give an example of a domain D such that
<2- = C, < cJ
1 2 ^ 3  '
Example 2 . 2 . If k is a field and x and y are
indeterminates over k , then the function v defined from 
k[x,y] into the extended reals by v(o) = » and 
v(EaijX^y^) = minfi+jT^ laj_j ^ o] can be extended to the
quotient field k(x,y) to give a non-discrete exponential 
valuation on k(x,y) . If V = ft e k(x,y)|v(t) ;> o) , ohen
V is a rank 1 non-discrete valuation ring of the form
V = k+M where M is the maximal ideal of V. Since M =
= {t e k(x,y)|v(t) > o) , then there is no element of
O
minimal v-va.lue in M = M and therefore T-y(M) = V . Hence
if we let D = k +M where k is a proper subfield of ko o I
then since M is an ideal common to D and V , we have
that Td (M) = Ty(M) = V. Since M is the only proper prime
of D and DM = D , then V is a GQR of D that is not
bl
an intersection of localizations of D . Since localizations 
of D are RGQR1 s of D , then 3^ = 3^ < 3 .
We point out that if we chose k ( k ) algebraic
over kQ such that there are no fields properly between k
and kQ , then each overring of D is a ring containing V
(see remark following Example 2.1), so that the only over­
rings of D are V and k(x,y) . Hence each overring of
D is a GQR of D .
Our last example is an example where c,^ < 3^ < 3^ .
Example 2.3- Let K = k(x , . . .,x , . . . ) and
K = k(x^,...,x , ...) where k is a field and the x, arev 2 n ’ i
indetermtnates over k . Let x and y be indeterminates 
over k and let V be the rank 1 non-discrete valuation 
ring of K(x,y) as defined in example 2.2. Then V is of 
the form V = K + M where M is the maximal ideal of V . 
Let W be the valuation ring of K induced by defining the 
function w from kfx^x^, ...] into the countable weak
direct sum of the integers, ordered lexicographically, by
r „ rn
w( o) = » and w(ax^ ••*xn ) = (r2* >rn ’ for
.    O
a / o . Then W is of the form W = k + M where M = M
is the maximal ideal of W and M = u where £ con-
V s
slsts of the primes of W properly contained in M . (For 
a complete discussion of W , see [G.H.], page 145.)
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Let kQ be a proper subfield of k and let 
D = k Q + M . By Example 2.1, the primes of D are exactly
the primes of W  and W  = P| Dp
V s a
Let = W  + M and = D + M . Since M is a
non-zero ideal of D 2 » and V , then D^, and V
have quotient field k(x,y) . We have the following:
k(x,y)
V = K + M
= W  + M where W  = k + M
Dg - D + M where D = k Q + M .
Since M is a common ideal of and V , then
by Example 2.2, we have Tn (M) = TV (M) = V . By Theorem
2 V
A , in [G], page 5^0, we have that M is the unique 
minimal proper prime of • Hence if P is a proper
prime of D2 » then C ^2^M * Thus if we show that
[D^]^ < V , then C &2 < with respect to . And
[D2]m < V , for D2 = D + M e K + M < K + M = V ,  so that
[D2]m G [K + M]m = K + M < V .
Now W = ft D_ , so that D-. = W + M = f| D + M,
Fa p„gS aa a
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But nD + M = n (Dp + M) , for let z = d 4- m eq (d + M )
a pa a a a a
where d_ e and rn e M . Since the P are linearlya Pa a m
ordered under inclusion, then if da $ Dp for some
0
P e Z , then D- C Dd . But z = dfl + m0 with d e D„ 
e pp pa a p s P3
and nig e M which means that d^  f is a representative
of z in D_ + M . Since d + m is the only represen-
pa  a
tative of z in Dp + M in the form x + m with
pa
x e D_ and m e M , then e D for all P e r  and
<x PB “
therefore z e HD + M . The other inclusion is obvious.
a a
Now by Theorem A in [G], Pa + M is a prime ideal
of Dp for all Pa e I . Thus if we can show that
Dpa + M = [Dg](po+M) for8'lPl£E, then [Dg^ +M)
is an intersection of localizations of Dp •
Let di/d2 + m e DP + M with d1*d2 E D and
QL
dp e D - Pa . Since the element of Dp = D + M have a
unique representation of the form d + m with d e D and
m e M , then dp e Dp - (Pa + M) . Hence d^/d^ + m =
= (d1+dp m )/d £ [Dp] (pa+M) *
Let (dj+m,)/^ ) e [D ] with d , d e D ,
r j. U^2 p' ^ (Pa+M) 1 p
m i , e M and d^+m^ e - (Pfl + M) . Then d^ e D ~ pa 
and d^+m^ is a unit of V which means that
RGQR of D • By Theorem A , in [G], M + M is the 
unique maximal ideal of D^ . Since M + M is also a 
proper ideal of , then for all proper ideals A of
, we have that AD-^ < . Thus cannot be a
RGQR of D .
aydg + m' £ Dp^ + M where m' = (r^VVs*/*!,,(d2+m2) •
But it is straight forward to show that
To conlude, we need to show that is not a
CHAPTER III
Much of the remainder of this thesis Is concerned 
with the study of the containment relations between ,
and 3^ over certain types of domains (where ^  ,
3g and 3^ are defined as in Theorem 2.13). Recall that
(Theorem 2.13) <2-^ C C 3^ over any domain. We now list
some of our results in this direction and give references 
to their proofs.
(1) £3--^ = 3g> = <3-^ if D is a Pruferj RM or
unique factorization domain (see Corollary 3.3; Corollary
4.10; Corollary 3-13).
(2) = 3^ and may properly contain 2^ if D
is a noetherian or Krull domain (see Corollary 3-5;
Theorem 3*10)•
(3) and may Properly contained in 2^
if D has a finite number of prime ideals or if D is a 
J-domain (see Theorem 2.14 and Example 2.2; Theorem 4.9).
Throughout this chapter, D is a domain with 
identity with quotient field K .
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D is said to be a Prufer doma in provided each
localization of D is a valuation ring.
Lemma 3•1» D is a Prufer domain if and only if
each integrally closed overring of D is a RGQR of D .
Proof; Assume D is Prufer, Q is an overring of
D and 9 is a proper prime of Q . Since 3 D^ tid
and D^| D is a valuation ring, then Q,p =■ and by
part (d) of Theorem 2.1, we have that Q is a RGQR of D .
Conversely, assume that all integrally closed overrings of 
D are RGQR 1 s of D and let Q be a ring containing
D (Q may be equal to D here). Then, by part (c) of
Theorem 2.1, the integral closure Q of Q is Ds where
S = fA c D|AQ = Q], But by the lying over theorem (for 
example, see [ZSI], page 257), we know that AQ = Q if
and only if AQ = Q . Hence § = Q , for if a e K and
aA c D for some A e S , then & e aQ = a (AQ)^(aA)Qc DQ=Q 
We therefore have that all overrings of D are integrally 
closed and therefore by Theorem 22.2, page 309 in [G], we 
have that D is a Prufer domain.
By the proof of the above lemma, we obtain the
following theorem.
Theorem 3.2. D is a Prufer domain if and only if
each overring of D is a RGQR of D .
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Remark: Since an overring of a Prufer domain D
need not be a quotient ring of D (for example, sec [G.O.], 
page 102), then by Theorem 3*2, a RGQR of D need not be 
a quotient ring of D . (Theorem 2.2 gives a necessary and 
sufficient condition for a RGQR of D to be a quotient 
ring of D .)
Corollary 3.3. If D is a Prufer domain, then
3 _ 3 /-»
^1 2 ~~ 3 *
Proof: This follows immediately from Theorem 3.2
and Corollary 2.11.
We say D is a Krull domain (see [N.l], page 115)
provided D = D Dp where E is the set of minimal prime
PeZ
ideals of D , each Dp is a rank one discrete valuation
ring, and each non-zero element of D is contained in only
finitely many elements of E . We now study GQR's of
Krull domains.
Theorem 3-^. If D is a Krull domain, S Is a
GMS of D , and E is the set of minimal prime ideals of
D that miss 3 , then D0 = 0 D_, .
Pel P
Proof: Lemma 2.7 shows that D„ c fi . Let
-----  ° PeE P
V = x/y e 0 Dp with x and y in D . Now y is
Pel p
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contained in only finitely many prime ideals of
D . Let T = {Pg) be the set of minimal primes of D out­
side of qlf..,,q . Then y e fl D_, , and if
1 s Pper p0
s s
y e n D , then y e f O  D ) 0 (oD ) = D C Dc . Thus 
1 qi P0er P6 1 qi
assume there is a. q, , 1 _< i <; s , such that Y / D
qi
Sin-e cannot be any element of Z , then contains
an element A. of S . But D is a rank 1 discrete
1
valuation ring and therefore there is a z e D such that
qi
q^D^ = zDq . Hence there are positive integers n and m
such that A,D = znD and yD = zmD . We then have 
1 qi qi qi qi
have A ^ D  = (Zn)mD = (Zm )nD = ynD which implies 
1 qt V ' qi V ' hi Qi p
that yA,17^  C D . Now for each j between 1 and s
1 qi qi
such that y^D > bet A. be an element of S such that A.C
r J J
q. . Then A = *1a ,eS and y A C (r^ D ) 0 ( 0 D_ ) = D 
1 J 1 qi PgeT
which means Y € .
Corollary 3.5. If D is a Krull domain, then 
ajqc^ may Properly contain £J-^ .
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Proof: By Theorem 3*^> we have 3^ = 3^ . And
Eakin's example (see remark following Corollary 1.15) shows 
that we may have 3^ < (*, over a Krull domain. (That is,
Q ~ Tj-j(A) is not a RGQR of the Krull domain D In
Eakin's example by Theorem 1.8, since Q is not a 
noetherian domain.)
Corollary 3«6. If D is a Krull domain and S is 
a GMS of D , then Dg is a Krull domain and there is a
one-to-one correspondence between the minimal prime ideals 
of D that miss S and the minimal prime ideals of Dg .
Proof: By Theorem 3*^* Dn = OD^ where (P_)
a a
consists of the minimal prime ideals of D that miss S .
Since D C n c D_ , then [D^ ,] ' = D_. where 
s pa ° pa a
i i
P = PrtD f| Dp and P- is a minimal prime ideal of Dn .
a ° °
Thus Da is a Krull domain , and the p' = P 0 Drio a a sa
consist of all the minimal prime ideals of D0 by [ZSII],O
pages 82-83.
Corollary 3.7* If D is a Krull domain and A and 
B are proper ideals of D , then (a) TD (A) =
where the are the minimal prime ideals of D that
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contain A , (b) Tp(A) = Tp(A 8 B) provided B is con­
tained in no minimal prime ideal of D .
Proof: The proof of (a) is immediate from Theorem
3.4 and (b) follows from (a) since A and A 0 B are
contained in exactly the same minimal prime ideals of D .
Proposition 3-8. If T, is a subset of the prime 
ideals of D and S is a complete GMS of D with 
respect to £ , then A e S implies Tn (ADn) = Dn .L) o oo
(Hence if D is a Krull domain, then ADr, is contained in
no minimal prime ideal of Dg .)
Proof: Let Q = D0 = 0 and let r' be the set
b Pel P
of prime ideals of Q that miss S . By the one-to-one
correspondence P 1— »P between the prime ideals of £'
and T, (see Theorem 2.9) and by Lemma 2.7> we have
Qo e n Q-, = n D = D„ . Hence D„ = Qt, , and if 
P ' e £ ' Pe E 0 b 0
A € S , then TD (ADg) C Qg = D0 , so that TD (AD„) = Dg .
S S
The remainder of Proposition 3*8 follows from Corollary 3-7=
Proposition 3 .9 . Let A and S be as in
Proposition 3*8 and let d be a non-zero element of An
where n is a positive integer. Then, dDs= [dDg:AnDg] .
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Proof: If a <e rdD„:AnD„l , then aAnD„ - dD„ ,Q O O O
so that a/d AnD„ C Da . Hence a/d e T_ (ADa) = D,, and
O O S
a e dDg . The other containment is obvious.
Theorem 3.10* If D is a noetherian domain, then 
= 3^ and may properly contain 3^ .
Proof: 3^ = ^  follows from Theorem 2.16 and by
Theorem 1.8. Eakin's example (see the remark following
Corollary I.I5) is an example of a noetherian domain D
such that 3^ < 3^ •
We may wonder if a noetherian (Krull) overring of a 
noetherian (Krull) domain D must be a GQR of D ? Again 
by using Eakin's example, we show the answer is no. Let R ,
t
A , A and t be as in Eakin's example (see [E], Example 
1). That is, R Is a 3“dimensional, noetherian, integrally
closed (and hence Krull) domain, t is an indeterminate
' -1over R , and A and A are overrings of R[t ] properly
— 1 'contained in R[ t ,t] such that A is noetherian and
A Is Krull. Let D = R[t”'L] . Then D is both noetherian
I
and Krull, and we show that neither A nor A are GQR*s
of D . Assume the contrary and let S be a GMS of D
such that Dg is A or A . By (i) of Theorem 2.27 and
Theorem 3*^* we know that Tn(t "*■) = R[t,t ^) = 0 Dp where
u PeT F
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T is the set of all minimal prime ideals of D excluding t-1D.
Now t ^ D0 for otherwise would be R[t,t-1]. Hence
t~^D = P is a. minimal prime of D that contains no elements
of S. Therefore D0 c D.-, and Da c D_ fl ( 0 D_) = D which
b y  ^ y PaeT Fa
is a contradiction as D < Dg .
If D is a noetherian domain and A is a proper 
ideal of D , then the (uniquely determined) associated 
prime ideals of the primary ideals occuring in an 
irredundant primary representation of A are called the
prime ideals of A_ (see [Z.S.I], pages 209-211).
Theorem 3 - H - If S is a GMG of ideals of D ,
then the following statements hold.
(a) If D is a. noetherian domain and each prime ideal 
of D that is a prime ideal of an element of S contains 
an invertible primary ideal of D, then S is a RGMC of D .
(b) If D is a Krull domain and each minimal prime 
ideal of D that contains an element of 2 contains an
invertible primary ideal of D * then S is a RGMG of D „
Proof: Let A be an element of S. By part (d) of
Theorem 2.27 (Corollary 3.7) > we know that T^(A) = T^
k k
TD(^Pi) where [P^]^ *'*ie se  ^ Pri-me ideals of A (minimal
prime ideals that contain A). For i = 1 , let be 
an invertible ideal of D such that and let 3 = TTB^.
Then B is an invertible and hence finitely generated ideal 
of D(for example, see Lemmas 3 and 4 in [ZSI], page 272), so
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that by the proof of part (d) of Theorem 2.27* we can find
Ia positive integer * such that B C A . We have
Td(A) C TpfB*) = ) = TD(n'{B|7) - tD(^pL) and therefore
£ j
Td (A) = t d (b ) * Since B is invertible, then
1 e B^Td(B^) C ATd(A) C ADs .
Theorem 3-12* An intersection of localizations over
a unique factorization domain D is a regular (i.e.
classical, as in [ Z . 2 .1 ]) quotient ring of D .
Proof: Let r  be a set of prime ideals of D and
let M be the multiplicative system of elements
M = D - U P . Theorem 2.14 shows that DM C ft D = Q,
Per M p e r  p
Let y = x/y e Q where x,y e D and x and y have no
common "prime element" factor and let y = p^ * * * • be
the prime factorization of y in D . Assume there exists 
i such that 1 < i k and p^ is in an element P of
r . Since y e Dp , then there exists z e D - P such
that zy e D . But x and y are relatively prime, so
that p^ must be a prime factor of z . But this implies
z € Pa which is a contradiction. Thus the prime factors of
y are in M which means y € M and y e .
TO
Corollary 3»13- If D Is a unique factorization
domain, then <2-   _ 't1 2 — 3
Proof: = tig by Theorem 3-12 and the remark on
page 3 . Since a unique factorization domain is a Krull
domain (for example, see page 82 in [Z.S.II], then
by Corollary 3-5-
The next few theorems are concerned with integral 
dependence of generalized quotient rings. If S is a 
GMS of D and D' is integral over D , then we were 
not able to answer whether must be integral over Dg .
We can answer several related questions, however.
Theorem 3«1^- If 3 is a GMS of D and D is
integrally closed, then Dn is Integrally closed.O
Proof: If a is integral over D„ , then there" O
exists d d e DQ such that an+d ,an-1+...+d = 0.n-i o o n-i o
Let a e S such that d^A c D for each i=0,l,...,n-l .
Then if a is a non-zero element of A , we have 
0 = an( ofL+dn_1of1_1+ . . .+dQ) = (aa)n+adn_1(aa)n-1+. . .+and ,
so that aa is integral over D . Since D is integrally 
closed, then aA c D and a e .
Corollary 3-15. If Q Is an intersection of
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localizations of D , D' is the integral closure of D , 
and D' c Q , then Q is integrally closed.
Proof: By Theorem 2.8 and part (d) of Theorem 2.15, 
we know that Q is a GQR of D' . Thus Q is integrally 
closed by Theorem 3.14.
Corollary 3.16. Let E be a subset of the prime 
ideals of D and let S be a complete GMS of D with 
respect to £ . Then, Dg is integrally closed if and
i
only if Dg = Dg where D' is the integral closure of D .
Proof: If Dg is integrally closed, then
D C d ' c Dq = 0 D_, , so that by part (d) of Theorem 2.15, 
b PeE F
t
we have that Dg = Dg . The converse if clear by Theorem 
3.14.
Theorem 3.17. Let S be a RGMS of D and D p
be an overring of D . If D 1 is integral over D , then
f
Dg is integral over Dg and if D' is the integral
t
closure of D , then Da is the integral closure of D„ .O O
I
Proof: If a e Dg , then there exists A e S such
that aA C D 1 . Let Q be the integral closure of D
Since ADg = Dg , then by the lying over theorem (see for 
example, [2.S.I], page 257)> we have AQ = Q . Moreover,
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since Q is integrally closed and Q 3 Dp 3 D , thenO
t
Q 3 D 1 and therefore a e aQ = aAQ C D Q = Q, . Thus a is 
integral over Dg . The rest of the theorem follows from
Theorem 3-1^-
Theorem 3.18. Let D' be the integral closure of 
D , C be the conductor of D in D' , and S be a. GMS
of D . Then the following statements hold.
(a) If C contains an element of S , then D'C DnD
and if Dg is an intersection of localizations of D , then 
Dg is integrally closed.
I
(b) CD<-, is a subset of the conductor of D~ in Dn .o o o
Moreover, if S is a RGMS of D and D r is a finite
r
D-module, then CDg is the conductor of Dg in Dg .
(c) If S is a RGMS of D and D* is a finite
D-module, then Dg is integrally closed if and only if C
contains an element of S .
Proof: If C = A where A e S , then A D ' C D 
implies D* c TD (A) C Dg . The rest of (a) follows from
Corollary 3.15*
I
If d 1 e Dg , then there exists A e 3 such that
d'A C D r . But CD1 G D , so that c^ cA C D and
d'c e De for all c e C . Hence (CD^D* = CD„ C whichb v O b b b
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t
means CDQ is a subset of the conductor of Dn in D0 .
^  O  o
Now assume D 1 is a finite D-module and S is a RGMS of
I
D and let x be in the conductor of DQ in D0 . Since
O  O
xDg c Dg , then xD1 C Dg . But x D 1 is finitely generated
over D , so that we can find an element A of S such 
that (xD')A = (xA)D' d . Thus xA c C and we have
x e xDg - x(ADg) = ( x A ) D g  C  CDg .
To prove (c), we need only show that if Dn is
O
integrally closed, then C contains an element of S .
I
By Corollary 2.11 and Corollary 3.16 , D^ = D0 and since
I
CDc is the conductor of DQ in D0 , then CDQ = D0 .
kD O  ikJ O  O
Therefore by Theorem 1.5, C contains an element of S .
D is defined to be quas1-local provided it has only 
one maximal ideal, and D is said to be an almost Dedeklnd 
domain provided each localization of D is a rank. 1 
discrete valuation ring.
Theorem 3*19* Assume D is not quasi-local. Then,
(a) D is integrally closed if and only if each GQR 
overring of D is integrally closed.
(b) D is a Prufer domain if and only if each GQR
overring of D is a Prufer domain.
(c) D is an almost Dedeklnd domain if and only if
each GQR overrlng of D is an almost Dedekind domain.
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(d) D Is a Dedekind domain if and only if each GQR 
overring of D is a Dedekind domain.
Proof: If each GQR overring of D is integrally
closedj then Dw is Integrally closed for all maximal
%
ideals of D . But D = HDW , so that D is
O Ma
integrally closed. The converse Is clear by Theorem 3*14.
Now overrings of Prufer, almost Dedekind and 
Dedekind domains are again Prufer, almost Dedekind and 
Dedekind (for example, see [G], Theorems 22.1, 29-3 and 
[C], page 31). And if each GQR overring of D is Prufer 
(almost Dedekind) and P is a prime of D , then Dp is a
Prufer (almost Dedekind) domain, so that Dp = [Dp ] is a
valuation (rank 1 discrete) ring. Hence (b) and (c) are 
true. Part (d) follows from Corollary 2.8 in [B].
Remark: It is clear that if D is integrally
closed, Prufer, almost Dedekind, or Dedekind, then each 
GQR of D is the same, even if D is quasi-local. But 
the converse need not be true. For example, in Example 2.2, 
if we let k be algebraic over ko and have no fields 
between k and kQ , then D = kQ + M is neither integrally
closed nor Prufer, but all GQR overrings are both integrally 
closed and Prufer. And if D is a rank 1 non-discrete 
valuation ring; then D is neither almost Dedekind nor
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Dedeklnd, but It has the property that its only overring K 
is both almost Dedekind and Dedekind.
We now study GQR1s of D that are valuation rings.
Proposition 3-20- Let V be a valuation overring
of D with maximal ideal M . If V is a GQR of D and
Td (M n D) ^ V , then V is a RGQR of D .
Proof: Let S be a GMS of D such that D„ = VO
and let A e S * If AV < V , then AV e M , so that
A C M 0 D . Hence T^(M 0 D) c T^(A) C D„ which is a
c ontradic tion.
We point out that if V is a GQR of D and
TD (M fl D) C v , then V may or may not be a RGQR of D
as Examples 1.1 and 2.2 illustrate. We also note that the
condition T^fM n D) V is not sufficient to insure that
V is a GQR of D . For if we let k be a field with
subfield k and let V be a rank 1 discrete valuation o
ring of the form V = k + M where M is the maximal
Ideal of V (k[x]^x  ^ is such an example, where x is an
indeterminate over k ) and set D = k + M , then' o
M = M A D and Td (M) = Ty(M) = K . [For M is a common
ideal of D and V , M is a principal ideal of V and
the only overring of V is K (See Example 2.2)]. Since
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M is the unique maximal ideal of D , then each GQR
overring of D must be K so that V is not a GQR of
D .
Proposition 3.21. If V is a valuation overring of
D with maximal ideal M , then V is a RGQR of D if
and only if V = ^ D . Thus if TD(M Pi D) $ V and V
is a GQR of D , then V = DM ^ D .
Proof: If V is a RGQR of D , then by Theorem
2.1, we know that V = Dg where S = (A C d | AV = V]. But
AV = V if and only if A ^  M PI D and therefore by
Corolary 2.10, V = ^ D .
Theorem 3.22. Let S be a GMS of D and V be 
a valuation overring of D such that V = D0 . IfO
X = fPa } is the set of prime ideals that contain no
elements of S , and S' is a complete GMS of D with
respect to E , then V ' = , is a valuation ring since
V ’ 3 V . Let M 1 and M be the maximal ideals of V'
and V respectively, and let Q and Q' be their
respective contractions to D . Then the following state­
ments hold.
(a) The elements of E are ordered under inclusion,
and Q ' = u Pa .
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(t>) If Q' e £ , then V' = D^ f .
(c) If P is a prime of D such that P / £ and
Dg c Dp , then Dp c V 1 and , = V ' .
(d) If the elements of S are finitely generated,
then Q 1 e £ and £ = [ P c d | p  is a prime ideal of D 
and P C Q ' } .
V-^  and Vg are valuation overrings of D with maximal 
ideals M-^  and Mg , then C Vg if and only if
Mg C . We have the following diagram.
Now since overrings of a valuation ring are
valuation rings and are ordered under inclusion (for
example, see Theorem 14.6 in [G]), then the D are
*a
ordered under inclusion for all Pa e £ , Thus the
Pa = P Dp G D are ordered under inclusion and consequently 
a
U Pa is a prime ideal of D . Now PaDp c P0*1
Proof; We recall (see Theorem 14.6 in [G]) that if
a
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P e £ , so that U P D C M' ; and if Y c M * , then
a P e ^  a Pa
OL
l/y / V' = n D  , so that 1/y d D_ for some PQ e £ .
-Tfl P
Since this is a contradiction , we have that M* = U P„D_ .
P„£S * a
Therefore, Q ' = M 1 0 D = ( U P D ) n D = (j (p«d d n D) =
Paer a pa PaeE a pa
= U Pft snd (a) is true.
If ft1 e E , then V' C j) , so that V' = D_ ,
and (b) is true.
If P ^ £ and Dg = V c Dp , then Dp is a
valuation ring so that Dp C v 1 or V ' < Dp . If
V 1 < D-p , then PD-, < M' and therefore P < Q ' = U P
p p P.eT a
w
Since Dp is a valuation ring, then the above argument
shows that there exists PQ e £ such that P e P- .
P P
Hence P e t which is a contradiction and therefore 
Dp C V' . But this means that M f c PDp , so that
Q' C P and Dp C Dq r . Since , is a valuation ring
and Q 1 is the center of V 1 on D , then Dq , = V' .
But this implies y e pop-cP Be
as Dp is a valuation ring.
If A is finitely generated ideal of D and
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A C Q' = U Pa , then since the Pa are linearly ordered, 
PaES
we have that A C Pg for some Pg c £ . Hence If A e S ,
then A (| Q 1 and therefore Q' e £ if the elements of S
are finitely generated. The rest of (d) is clear.
In Theorem 3-2, we give a necessary and sufficient
condition for a domain D to be Prufer. We can strengthen
this somewhat if D is integrally closed.
Theorem 3.23. If D is integrally closed and each
overring of D is a GQR of D , then D is a Prufer
domain.
Proof: By Theorem 3.1^* each overring of D is
integrally closed and therefore by Theorem 22.2 on page 
309 in [G], we have that D is Prufer.
Heinzer in [Hi conjectures that if each overring 
of D is a GQR of D , then the integral closure D of
D is Prufer and he proves this when D is a finite
D-module. Now in the case that each overring of D is an 
intersection of localizations of D , then by part (d) of
Theorem 2.15* we have that each overring of D is a GQR
of D , so that D is Prufer by Theorem 3-23- In fact, all
we need is that each overring of D (excluding D } is an
intersection of localizations to insure that D is Prufer.
We are not able to answer Heinzer's conjecture.
8o
If we modify Example 2.2 so that V = k + M  i s a  
rank 1 discrete valuation ring instead of a rank 1 non­
discrete valuation ring (see the discussion following
Proposition 3*20), then we have that D is Prufer and ^
is not a GQR of D . Thus the converse of Heinzer's
conjecture is false. In fact, even if "D is both Prufer 
and a GQR of D is not enough to insure that all over­
rings of D are GQR1s of D . For example,if we take 
Example 2.1 and let = k' + M where k^< k' < k and k
is algebraic over kQ , then D = V is a GQR of D but
is not a GQR of D . (See Remark following Example 
2 .1) .
But if D is Prufer and is a GQR of D and is
the unique minimal overring of D , then every overring of 
D is a GQR of D . For let Q be an overring of D 
such that Q / D . Then D < Q , so that by Theorem 3*2,
Q is a RGQR of D . But this implies by part (g) of
Theorem 2.15 that Q is a GQR of D.
CHAPTER IV
Recall that a J-domaln is a one-dimensional domain 
whose non-zero ideals are contained in only finitely many 
maximal ideals. Two proper ideals A and B of a domain 
D are said to be relatively prime provided A + B = D .
By [ZSI], page 177* A and B are relatively prime if and 
only if their radicals are; and if A and B are relatively 
prime, then A n  B = AB.
Definition 4.1. If A is a proper ideal of a 
domain D , then A is said to have a regular representation 
if and only if it can be represented as a finite intersection 
of pairwise relatively prime, primary ideals (and thus also 
as a finite product of relatively prime, primary ideals).
Proofs of the next five theorems can be found in
[GD] .
Theorem 4.1. A domain D is a. ,T-domain if and only 
If D is one-dimensional and all proper ideals have regular 
representations.
Theorem 4.2. Regular representations are unique In 
a. J-domain.
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Theorem 4.3* Let A and B be proper ideals of a
J-domain with regular representations A = • • ■ ■ and
I T
B - • * * * . Then A C B If and only if n < m and by
i
renumbering 3 for i = l,..,,n .
Theorem 4.4. Let A = ■ • • • Qn be a regular
representation of a proper ideal A in a J-domain. Then 
for 1 << i n , is the intersection of all ideals in
J that contain A and that are primary for = • ^ 7  ■
Theorem 4.5. If P is a prime in a J-domain, then
the intersection of all its P-primarys is the zero ideal.
We point out that if P is a prime ideal in a 
00
J-domain, then HPn may not be the zero ideal as the
1
idempotent maximal ideal in any rank one non-discrete 
valuation ring illustrates.
If we take Example 2.2, and let k be the field
F(x) where F is a field and x is an indeterminate
over F and let k = F , then D, = FTxl+M is a domaino 1 L
such that D < < V . By Theorem A, page 560, in [G],
we know that D is an integrally closed J-domain and that
the dimension of is two. Hence overrings of J-domains
are not necessarily J-domains and an integrally closed 
J-domain need not be Prufer. We now give a necessary and
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sufficient condition for an overring of a J-domain to be a 
J-domain.
Theorem 4.6. Let D be a J-domain with integral 
closure D . Then every overring of D is a J-domain if 
and only if D is a J-domain that is Prufer.
Proof: If every overring of D is a J-domain,
then D must be one-dimensional, and if D is not Prufer, 
then there exists a maximal ideal P of D such that Dp
is not a valuation ring. But this implies (for example, see 
[G], Theorem 16.10, page 218]) that there is a valuation 
overring V of D having primes P-^ < P2 such that
P1 0 ° = P2 0 D = p  ■ Hence V is not a J-domain which is
a contradiction. Conversely, assume I) is a Prufer 
J-domain and let Q be an overring of D. Since the
integral closure Q of Q contains D , then by Theorem
3.2, Q is a RGQR of I) . Hence by Theorem 1.5 (c), Q
is one-dimensional, and therefore by the lying over theorem 
(see [ZSI], page 257), Q is one-dimensional. Let A be 
a proper ideal of Q and assume A is contained in 
Infinitely many maximal ideals of Q . Then again by the 
lying over theorem, AQ is contained in infinitely many
maximal ideals of Q" and therefore by Theorem 1.5 (c),
AQ 0 D is contained in infinitely many maximal ideals of 
IT which is a contradiction.
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Theorem 4.7. Let D be a domain such that
D = n D is an intersection of quasi-local domains (all of 
aeT a
which are contained in the quotient field K of D ) and
such that
(1) Each Da has a single proper prime M ,
u> Cl
(2) An element of D is in only finitely many M ,
01
(3) Pa = D n Ma is maximal, and all the are
distinct.
Then D is a J-domain with maximal ideals ~ anda aer
Proof: The proof is identical to the first part of
that in [C], Lemma 2, page 39 and we omit it.
Lemma 4.8. If Q is a P-primary ideal of a 
J-domain D , then Q contains an invertible P-primary.
Proof: Let a / 0 be an element of Q and let
§1 * * * ' Qk 4>e the regular representation of aD . Gince a
product of ideals is invertible if and only if each factor 
is invertible (for example, see [ZSI], page 272), and aD
is invertible, then each is invertible. But Q 3 aD
And therefore by Theorem 4.3> Q must contain for
some i .
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Theorem 4.9* ^  over a J-domain D and it is
possible that <3-^ = < <3-^ •
Proof: Let Q = HD., be an intersection of
  M«
localizations over D where T =- a subset the
primes of D and let £ = {Pg] be the set of maximal
ideals outside of r . (if £ = )S( , then Q = D which is 
a RGQR of D ) . Let Q^ be an invertible P^-primary
for each P^  e E (Lemma. 4.8) and let S be the GMS of D
generated by the Q^ . Since each Q^ is invertible, then
by Theorem 2.27, part (b), we know that S is a RGMS of
D and therefore by Corollary 2,10, we have that Dg =
= H D  = Q . Example 2.2 shows that we may have 
Ma
Remark: Note that we could have let S be the
GMS of D generated by all (or any subcollection) of the 
invertible primarys of each P^ in £ and we would still
have had that S is a RGMS of D and that D„ = Q .
We say D is an RM-domaln provided D is a one­
dimensional, noetherian domain [C] . It is clear that
RM-domains are J-domains and therefore by Theorem 3-10> we 
have the following corollary.
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Corollary 4.10. If D is an RM-domain, then
Definition. A domain is said to be a. GRM-domain 
provided its integral closure is a Dedekind domain.
Since Dedeklnd domains are one-dimensional and have
the property that proper ideals are contained in only
finitely many maximal ideals, then by the lying over theorem,
we know that GRM-domains are J-domains. These domains have
been studied by Butts and Smith in [B.S.] and they give an
example of a GRM-domain that is not noetherian. In fact,
if we let k be any infinite algebraic extension field of
k and let V be a rank one discrete valuation ring of o
the form V = k + M (see the discussion following 
Proposition 3.20) where M is the maximal ideal of V and 
let D = kQ + M , then by Theorem A in [G], page 560, we
have that V is not noetherian, but that V is the integral 
closure of D .
Our next few theorems are concerned with 
GRM-domains.
Theorem 4.11. Let D be a GRM-domain with 
quotient field K and let Q be a domain integrally 
dependent on D with quotient field K' finite over K . 
Then Q is also a GRM-domain.
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Proof: Let Q and D be the Integral closures of
Q and D . By transitivity of integral dependence (for
example, see [ZSI],page 256]), we have Q is integral over 
D and therefore over D . Since "D is an RM-domain, then
by Theorem 3 in [HG], we know that Q is an RM-domain.
Since Q is integrally closed, then it must be a Dedekind 
domain (for example, see [ZSI], page 275) and therefore Q 
is a GRM-domain,
Theorem 4.12. Overrings of GRM-domains are 
GRM-doma ins.
Proof: Since overrings of Dedekind domains are
Dedekind domains (for example, see [C], page 31) j then the 
proof is clear.
Theorem 4.13. A domain D is a GRM-domain if and 
only if is a GRM-domain for each proper prime M of
D and the non-zero elements of D are contained in only
finitely many maximal ideals of D .
Proof: Assume D^ is a GRM-domain for all proper
primes M of D and let D be the integral closure of D .
If ft is a maximal ideal of E> that lies over M , then
is integrally closed by Theorem 3.1^ and since
%  3  %  n d * then %  contains the integral closure of
Dj^  ^  D . Thus Djjj- is an overring of a Dedekind domain
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and Is therefore a Dedeklnd domain. Since Drr has onlyM
one maximal ideal, then Btr is a rank one discreteM
valuation ring; therefore D is an almost Dedekind domain.
Now assume that each non-zero element of D is 
contained in only finitely many maximal ideals of D . By 
Theorem 9*11 in [G], page 108, the integral closure of
is nTSj-r = Q where the M consist of the prime ideals 
n M „  Cta. a
in D that lie over M . Since Q is a Dedekind domain
and MQ c fl Q for all a , then there must be onlya Ma
finitely many Ma that lie over M . Thus the non-zero
elements of D are contained in only finitely many 
maximal ideals of D . Let y= x/y with x,y e D be a
non-zero element of D . If y is contained in infinitely
many maximal ideals of D , then so is x which is a
contradiction. Thus by Theorem 30.2 in [G], then D is a
Dedekind domain. Since the converse of this theorem is
clear, then our proof is complete.
Theorem 4.14. Let D be a GRM-domain with integral 
closure D and assume that the conductor C of D in D
is non-zero. Let A be an ideal of D such that A+C = D,
Then,
(a) A = AD 0 D
(b) A can be expressed uniquely as a product of prime
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ideals.
(c) A is invertible, and hence also finitely gener­
ated .
Proof: Note that no proper prime ideal contains
both A and C since A+C = D . Let M,,...jM. be the1 k
primes of D that contain A . By Theorem 3.10, in [G],
k
we know that A = H(AD„ 0 D) . Furthermore, since C M,^ v T j_
for 1 < i < k , then D C T~(C) C D,. for each i and— — D v
_ k
therefore A c AD H D c 0 ADM fl D = A , so that
1 i
A = AD H D .  Since D is a Dedekind domain, then each Dw
Mi
is a rank one discrete valuation ring and therefore ADW =
Mi
 ^iM, Dw is a power of M, D*. for each i . By Theorem 1.6,
X X M  ^
k ® ^  ^i
it then follows that A = OM. = HM. and the uniqueness
1 1 1 1
follows by Theorem 4.2.
To show A is invertible, it is sufficient to show 
each is invertible as the product of invertible ideals
is invertible. Let L^»...,L be the prime ideals con­
ic
taining C and let x e M, - yL1 . (We can find such an
1 1 1
n
x , for otherwise M, would be contained in UL, and
1 l
would therefore be one of the L^ (see [G], page 40).
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k
Since x / uL1 , then xD+C = D and therefore xD is a 
1
product of prime ideals. Since x e M^, then must be
one of its prime factors and since xD is invertible, then 
so is M-^  .
Theorem 4.15. If D is a domain, then
(a) D is a J-domain (GRM-domain) if and only if each 
quotient overring of D is a J-domain (GRM-domain).
(b) D is a J-domain (GRM-domain) if and only if each 
RGQR overring of D is a J-domain (GRM-domain).
(c) D is a GRM-domain if and only ir’ each GQR
overring of D is a GRM-domain.
Proof: The proof of (a) (in the case of J-domains)
can be found in [D], Theorem 10, page 5 9. If each quotient
overring of D is a GRM-domain, then each localization of
D is a GRM-domain, so that by Theorem 4.13, we need only
to show that non-zero elements of D are contained in only
finitely many maximal ideals of D . But this is clear
since GRM-domains are J-domains and therefore D is a
J-domain. Since overrings of GRM-domains are GRM-domains,
then the proof of (a) is complete.
If D Is a J-domain and Q is a RGQR of D , then 
by part (c) of Theorem 1.5, Q is one-dimensional and pro­
per ideals of Q are contained in only finitely many 
maximal ideals of Q . (For otherwise, their contractions
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in D would be contained in infinitely many maximal ideals 
of D .) Thus Q is a J-domain. Since quotient rings of
D are RGQR's of D , then the converse of (b) is clear.
The proof of (c) is obvious.
Theorem 4.16. If A and B are proper ideals of 
a GRM-domain D , then A ^ AB.
Proof: If A = AB, then AD - (AD)(BD) where D
is the Integral closure of D . Since D is a Dedekind
domain, then A^ Is invertible, so that BD = D . But by 
the lying over theorem, this implies that B = D which 
is a contradiction.
We point out that Theorem 4.16 may not be true over 
a J-domain. For if V is a rank one non-discrete
2
valuation ring with maximal ideal M , then M = M
For the most part, the remaining theorems in this 
chapter are generalizations of theorems in [HG], Through­
out the rest of this chapter, we shall use D to denote 
a J-domain with quotient field K . Note that If A and
B are ideals of D and B is invertible, then [A:B]=AB 1.
D
By a fractional ideal G of D , we mean a D-module with 
the propery that there exists a non-zero element d of D 
such that dG c D . A fractional ideal G of D is said 
to be proper if G / D and is said to be Invertible if
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GG"1 = D where G_1 = fa e K|aG c  D] .
Definition 4.2. If P is a proper prime of D ,
then a fractional ideal G of D is said to be a
generalized P-primary of D provided there exist ideals 
Q, and of D such that is invertible and
G = QQ^1 , where Q is either P-primary or Q = D, and Q 1
is either P-primary or Q-^  = D, and Q or Q-^  is P-primary.
Theorem U.17. If F is a proper fractional ideal
of D , then F = G-^  • * * • G^ where each G^ is a generalized
P^-primary and P^ / Pj for i ^ j . Moreover, this
representation is unique.
Proof: Let d be a non-zero element of D such
that dF e D . Then we can let dF = Q-^  • ■ * ■ • Q and
dD = .... be primary representations of dF and dD
where for each i , either or is primary for i ,
and if (or ) is not primary for P^ , then
(or ) Is D . Since dD is invertible, then each
is invertible, and since dF = * *•* Q^F = ■ * * * Qn »
_-l n -1
then F = **** Q nQ n * Hence by letting G^
for each i such that 1 < i < n , then F = G^••*• Gn is
a. generalized primary representation of F . Now suppose
r t
F = ••*• is any other generalized primary represen-
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tation of F. Since any given proper prime P of D contains 
an invertible P-primary Q, and QQ*1 = D is a generalized 
P-primary, then by renumbering, we have that F = G^'-'-G^ =
t  t
= are generalized primary representations of F
t
where for each i , G^ and are generalized P^-primarys.
i __ i — —l
Now for each 1 , let G^ = where is invertible.
Then, Q^* • * * *^£^4 = . In the
manner in which we choose and , then we know
that arid ^i^i are Pr*-mary i*or f°r each i .
Hence by Theorem 4.2, we have that and there-
-1 .
fore = for each i and our proof is complete.
The proofs of the next two theorems are identical 
to Theorems II.13 and II. 15 in [M], so we omit them.
Theorem 4.18. Let P be a proper prime of D and 
let G be a D-module such that Pn c g c  pm for two 
integers (not necessarily positive) n and m . Then G 
is a generalized P-primary of D .
The converse of Theorem 4.18 is not true as any 
rank one non-discrete valuation ring illustrates. That is, 
primarys (and hence generalized primarys) of a J-domain 
need not contain a power of their radical.
Theorem 4.19. If F is an invertible fractional 
Ideal of D and if F-^  is a non-zero fractional ideal of
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D such that C F , then there exists u e K such that
F = F1 + uD .
Corollary 4,20. An invertible fractional ideal of 
D has a basis of two or fewer elements over D .
Proof: Let u-^  be a non-zero element of an invert­
ible fractional ideal F . Then u^D c F , so that there
exists an element u e F such that F = ll^ D + uD .
If F is a fractional ideal of D and if r 
denotes the collection of all proper primes in D , then 
F = MfP^).....M Cpn) where M(P^) is a generalized
P^-primary ideal and P^ ji P^ if i / j . It is clear that
F may be considered as a formal product over all P g T
that is, F = TM(P) where M(P) = D for all but finitely
P
many factors. The following definition is given in [HG].
Definition 4.3. Let N be a collection of prime 
ideals of D . Then DN = fO) (J fu e k | in the represen­
tation uD = Ifa(P) of generalized primarys, if M(P) 4 D ,
P
then P e N J .
By the prime ideals of a proper subset A of D , 
we shall mean those prime ideals that contain A .
Theorem 4.21. If N is a collection of prime idea 
of D and S = (AP=d |the prime Ideals of A are in N), then S i 
a GMS of D and DS=DN (where is as defined in Definition 
^.3) .
Proof: It is clear that S is a GMS of D by
Theorem 4.2. Let u e K and let uD = riM (P) =
P
= M(P-^ ) * • • • M(Pn) • ■ • * M(P^) be the generalized primary
representation of uD where n < k and for 1 _< i _< n,
M(Pi) $ D . If for each i , we let M(P1) = Q ^ 1 » then
Q l  = Q x  QnM fPn + l )  M Cpk ) c  D • Now if
M e D.r , then CL. , . . . ,Q are elements of S , so thatN I n
u e Dg and C Dg • Thus assume M e Dg . We must show
P]_'***ipn are elements of N . Let A e S such that
u A  C D . Then P A  = M(P, )  M(Pj  M(P. )A C D and± n k
therefore
Q l ••*• Qnu A = Q1 • • * * QnM(pn+1)----M(pk) .... .
By Theorem 4.3, each Qt for 1 < i _< n contains a
primary of Q, ■ * ■ • Q M(P . ) • ■ • * M(P. )A . Since Q, Q,J- n n+ l k I I
(for If , then D ^ ) and since M (Pj)
for j > n (for their belonging primes are different),
_ i
then must contain a primary of the form QiQ^ where
I
is a primary ideal of A . But by hypothesis, the
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primarys of A are in N , so that e N . Thus
Ds c and our proof is complete.
A GQR of D as defined in Definition 4.3 shall 
he referred to as a "Grell GQR" of D . Our next theorem 
shows that the RGQR1s of D are exactly the "Grell GQR's"
of D .
Theorem 4.22. If Q is an overring of D , then
Q is a "Grell GQR" of D if and only if D is a RGQR
of D . In fact, if is a "Grell GQR" of D assoc-
ldated with the collection N of prime ideals and N
denotes the complement of N in the set of all prime ideals
of D , then D^ = 0 Dp = Dg where S ^ ( A c d | a ^ P  for
PeN
any P e N ] ,
Proof: Assume Q = is a "Grell GQR" of D . By
Theorem 2.8, Dg = f| Dp which is RGQR of D by Theorem
PeN
4,9. Moreover, S is a RGMS of D for let A e S and 
let AD = Q-^  ■ * * * Qr be the regular representation of AD
where = P^ for each i = l,...,r . By Lemma 4.8,
1
each Q^ contains an invertible P^-primary ideal Q^ , and 
since each P^ 3 A , then no e TT . Thus by the remark
following Theorem 4.9* we know that Dg=Q1 ■ • • • QrDgC(AD)Dg =
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= AD„ . Hence ADC = D0 and S is a RGMS of D . Sinceo o b
it is clear that S = CA c cl the prime ideals of A are in
N j , then "by Theorem 4.21, Ds = = Q and Q is a RGQR
of D .
Conversely, if Q is a RGQR of D , then by
Corollary 2.10 and Theorem 1.9* we know that Q = D =
fa
= 0 _ where F is a subset of the prime ideals of D and 
PeT^p
where S' = (AC d | A ^ P for any P e r } = (APDjAQ = Q J .
Hence if N is the set of prime ideals of D that lie
outside of r , then S' = (AC d |the prime ideals of A 
are in N ) and therefore by Theorem 4.21, we have that
DS' " DN = Q *
By the proof of Theorem 4.22, we obtain the 
following corollary.
Corollary 4.23. If Z is a collection of prime
ideals of D and S Is a GMS of D that is complete
with respect to Z , then S is a RGMS of D .
Theorem 4.24. If I is a fractional ideal with
O  j  o o  q
respect to D such that t = t c * , then Q = y is
n=0
a ring such that D n Q e K . If i is invertible, then
Q = = fl D where E consists of the primes of
u PeE p
D which do not occur in the generalized primary decom-
position of t . Hence Q, is the "Grell GQR" t^ where
N consists of the associated prime ideals of t in its 
generalized primary decomposition.
Proof: Since D c & , then &n c for all
n 0 and it follows easily that Q is a ring such that
D c Q c K . Since D e i ,  then i-1 C t . If I is
invertible, it is easy to check that = (in)  ^ and
hence Q = Tp(i . Since is a finitely generated
ideal of D , then by Theorem 2.16 and 4.22, we have that
Q » n D = D
pei; p n
Remark: If e K-D and Q = D[a1,...,an ]
then there is a fractional ideal t 3 D such that
oo
Q = \j I (where 1° = D) . For let t = (D,D&, , ...,Da ) 
n=0 1 n
(D,M) where M =  (DC^, ...,Dan ) . Then in=(D,M, M2, ...,m ”) 
for all positive integers n and it is clear that
OO
Q = u i . Notice by the previous theorem, if t is
n=0
invertible, then Q = . . >an 3 = = dn where N
consists of the prime ideals of .
Theorem 4.25. Let e K-D j
n iQ = , A = II[D:0 1 , and S = (P c d| P is a
i n i D 1
prime ideal of D and P ^ A} . Then the following state-
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ments hold.
(a) Q is a GQR of D if and only if Q = T^fA) •
(b) Q is a RGQR of D if and only if Q = T^(A)
and AQ = Q .
(c) Q is a RGQR of D if and only if there exists
an invertible ideal B c D such that t r  - V  and
q = td(b) « n d .
u PeE F
(d) If Q is a RGQR of D , then Q is a simple
extension of D , i.e. Q = D[\] for some X e K .
Proof: Parts (a) and (b) follows from Proposition
2.23* Ve consider (c). If Q is a RGQR of D , then by
(b), we have that Q = T^(A) and AQ = Q , so that by
Corollary 2.10, Tn (A) = Q = D D_ . Let A = Q, •••• Q
u peE l m
be the regular representation of A where for each i ,
Q^ is primary for P^ . By Lemma 4.8, each Q^ contains
f I t
an invertible P.-primary Q, , Thus B = Q • • • • Q is ani i  i m
invertible ideal of D and Since B is
finitely generated, then by Theorem 2.16, we have that
Tp^B) = 0 Dp = Q . The converse of (c) is clear by part
U  P e r  F
(b) of Theorem 2.27. In (d), we have from (c) that B~^ is
an invertible fractional ideal such that B~^ 3 D , Hence
by Theorem 4.19# there exists M e K such that B -1 = DwD,
and therefore Tr,(B) = tjB-n = D[u ] (see the remark following
n
Theorem 4.24).
Remark: If S-^ and Sg are FGMS ' s of D and
Dq = D„ , then the set of prime ideals of D which miss
2
is the same as the set of prime ideals which miss Sg ,
both sets consisting of the prime ideals of D which extend 
and contract to themselves.
By a finite ring extension of D , we mean a ring 
of the form Dfa^.,., 0^ ] where each e K and where at
least one of the is not an element of D .
Corollary 4.26. Let S be a RGMS of D and let 
£ be the set of prime ideals of D that miss S . The 
following are equivalent.
(a) Dg is a finite ring extension of D .
(b) Dg is a simple ring extension of D .
(c) 3E consists of all but a finite number of prime 
ideals of D .
Proof: Now (a) ^ (b) ^ (c) by Theorem 4.25.
Suppose (c) holds and let Pr*-me ideals of
D not in E . By Corollary 2.10, DQ = 0 D . Let Q.
b P e r  1
be an invertible P^-primary ideal for i = l,...,n
n
(Lemma 4.8) and set A = HQ, . Since A is invertible, then
1 1
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A 1 is finitely generated over D , say A-1 = (a *...,&n)D.
Since A is finitely generated, then by Theorem 2.16, we
have that DQ = f| Dp = Tn(A) = UA-n = D[<X .
b PeE ^ u n 1 n
We now give an example of a simple extension of D 
that is a GQR of D but that is not a RGQR of D and
an example of a simple extension of D that is not a
GQR of D . Let V = k + M as in Example 2.2 where 
k = R[ *'J"27 ] and R is the set of rationals, and let 
D = kQ + M where kQ = R . Then V is a GQR of D but
is not a RGQR of D , and V = D[ " T it7 ] , so that V is 
a simple ring extension over D . And if we let V be a 
rank 1 discrete valuation ring of the form V = R[ *V) 21 ] + M 
(see discussion following Proposition 3-20) and let 
D = R + M , then V - D[) 2 1 ] but V is not a GQR of
D .
Proposition 4.27. If D is a J-domain such that 
every primary ideal contains a power of its radical, then 
C-j = c3-2 = • If in addition, each prime ideal is the
radical of a principal ideal, then every GQR of D is a
quotient ring of D .
Proof: Let S be a GMS of D , A e S and A =
= Q^•* *• Q^ be the regular representation of A where
^Qj1 = P^ for each i . For i = 1, ...,k , let Q^ be an
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Invertible P^-primary Ideal contained In and set
k i
B = IIQ1 . Then B C A and since = \Ta * , then there is
i
a positive integer n such that An c b . Thus by part (c) 
of Theorem 2.27, t;q(A) = » and si-nce B is invert­
ible, then by part (b) of Theorem 2.27, Tp(B) a RGQR
of D . We therefore have that 1 € BTD (B) c ATD (B) =
= ATd (A) c ADg , so that S is a RGMS of D and O =
- ^2 = • Assume now that each prime ideal of D is the
radical of a principal ideal and let E be any collection
of prime idea.ls of D . We show H D -  is a quotient ring
per F
of D . Let r be the prime ideals of D that are out­
side of £ and let ♦ be the elements d e D such that
'TdD7 is an element of . jf we let M be the multi­
plicative system of elements generated by the elements of 
$ , then £ consists exactly of the prime idea.ls of D 
containing no elements of M . Since M is a RGMS of
subsets of D , then by Corollary 2.10, = 0 D
M peE p
Theorem 4.28. If A is a proper ideal of D that 
is contained in an invertible proper prime ideal P of D , 
then A = P B where k is a positive integer and B Is an 
ideal of D such that B P . Thus If the prime Ideals of 
A are invertible, then A is a product of prime ideals
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and Is therefore invertible and finitely generated.
Proof: By Theorem 6.6 in [G], we know that if P
is an invertible proper prime ideal of a ring Q with 
identity, then ^ * ^ ” -1 se^ P-pnimary ideals of
0 . The proof then easily follows.
Theorem h .29. A ring R is noetherian if and only
if each prime ideal of R has a finite basis (Cohen's 
theorem).
Proof: See [N.l], Theorem page 8.
Theorem 4.30. If A is a proper ideal of D and
there exists a non-zero element y of A such that the 
prime ideals of yD are finitely generated, then A is 
finitely generated.
Proof: If P is finitely generated, then by
Cohen's theorem, we have the Dp is a RM-domain. Hence
ADp is finitely generated for all prime ideals P that 
contain y and therefore by Theorem 30.3 In [G], we know 
that A is finitely generated.
Theorem 4.31. If Q is an overring of D and if
the conductor C of D in Q is non-zero, then the prime 
ideals of C in D are non-invertible in D .
Proof: Assume P is an invertible prime ideal of
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D that contains c . Then by Theorem 4 . 2 8 ,  we have C =
= P A where k is a positive integer and A is an ideal
of D such that P ^  A . Hence A = CP-k and AQ =
= (P~kC)-Q = P_k(CQ) = P~kC = A , so that A is an ideal 
in Q ; and consequently A C c since C is maximal with 
this property. However C c A and therefore C = A which
is a contradiction since P ^ G and P ^ A .
Theorem 4.32. If S is a RGMS of D and A is 
a proper ideal of D such that the prime ideals of A miss 
S , then Dg/ADg = D/A . Moreover, if Q is a domain such
that D C Q C ds , then A = AQ 0 D and D/A = Q/AQ =
= V ADs •
Proof: The proof that Ds/ADg = d/A is identical
to that in [M], Theorem III.6, page 35* Since all of the 
prime Ideals of A miss S , then by part (c) of Corollary
1.7* A = ADg 0 D , so that A = AQ D D and D/A =
~ Q/AQ = DS/ADS .
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